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The year in brief.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Operating income amounted to SEK 32,825 thousand (SEK 25,351 thousand) of which
capitalized production costs were SEK 29,754 thousand (SEK 21,698 thousand)
The profit/loss for the period amounted to SEK -27,292 thousand (SEK -14,683 thousand).
Earnings per share, before dilution amounted to SEK -0.40 (-0.32).
At the beginning of January Brighter distributed shares in the associated company Camanio Care to the Brighter AB shareholders.
In February an agreement was reached with Sonat on collaboration on a global logistics
solution.
In March 2017 Camanio Care was listed on Sweden’s Aktietorget exchange.
In April Brighter entered into a partnership with Indonesia Mampu to fight diabetes in
Indonesia.
In April Brighter secured up to SEK 100 million funding from L1 Capital for the launch of
Actiste and issued free share warrants to existing shareholders. In 2017 SEK 60 million
was disbursed through the issue of convertible bonds according to the agreement. The
number of shares in Brighter AB has increased on several occasions through the conversion of convertible bonds or the exercise of warrants. Over the course of the year the total number of shares and votes has increased from 52,010,170 till 64,964,545.
In May Brighter fully subscribed to Camanio Care’s new share issue. This was an investment of SEK 3.1 million achieved through offsetting receivables.
In May Brighter collaborated with AIS & Ericsson to launch the Actiste diabetes solution in
Thailand.
A shareholder’s meeting was held in June to confirm the annual report and results. Gert
Westergren, Lars Flening, Sara Murby Forste, Afsaneh Ghatan Bauer, Jan Stålemark and
Petra Kaur Ljungman were re-elected. The shareholders’ meeting authorized the use
share warrants as an incentive for the Board of Directors and management team.
In August Brighter secured SEK 6.4 million through a private placement to Recall Capital.
In August Brighter was granted a main patent in the USA.
Brighter came to a settlement with its former development partner regarding errors in
development prior to 2015.
In October Brighter secured SEK 5.3 million by exercising warrants in series TO3. Brighter’s management team, including the CEO and COO, and all of the Company’s Board
members are fully subscribed.
In November Brighter strengthened its management team by recruiting Ann Zetterberg as
its CFO.
In November the PRV [Swedish Patent and Registration Office] granted patent application 1550571-2 regarding a method and device for logging drug injections made by a
medical device with injector.
Over the course of the year work has started on setting up the production line at Sanmina as well as sales in a number of markets. This is in parallel with work on the ongoing CE
marking of Actiste.
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Financial overview 3 years.
SEK thousand

2017

2016

2015

-19,946

-18,501

-12,121

Net financial items

-2,897

-238

-74

Profit for the period

-27,292

-14,683

-12,195

Balance sheet total

111,354

68,734

41,620

Earnings per share

1.35

1.01

0.77

Operating margin %

-61%

-73%

-75%

Capital adequacy (%)

78%

76%

70%

Operating profit

For definitions, see note 24.

Annual General Meeting.
Brighter’s Annual General Meeting 2018 will be held on Wednesday, May 16, at 11:00 at
Norgegatan 2, 164 32 Stockholm. The annual report is expected to be available on Brighter’s
website, www.brighter.se, within four weeks of the Annual General Meeting.

Future financial reports.
Interim report Jan-Mar 2018: 5/15/2018
Half-year report Jan-June 2018: 8/24/2018
Interim report Jan-Sept 2018: 11/15/2018
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A message from the CEO
When I look back on 2017, I think of it as the year when Brighter put the final building blocks
in place for the delivery of Actiste in 2018. Great solutions have even more impact when they
are part of a strong ecosystem, so we put significant effort into build the right links and relationships.
In Q1, we announced a partnership agreement with the supply chain management expert
Sonat. A key part of the Actiste offering is that our customers will automatically be re-stocked
with all the equipment they need (needles, lancets, glucose test strips, etc.), and Sonat has
the expertise and infrastructure to take care of this for Brighter. With Sonat as our logistics
and customer care partner, Brighter will also be able to quickly enter new geographical markets. We will focus on developing the solution, and Sonat will help us to deliver it.
In Q1 we also saw the listing of digital health R&D company Camanio Care – in which
Brighter is the largest shareholder – on Sweden’s AktieTorget exchange. With the R&D partnerships it has around the world, Camanio Care is another key part of the broader ecosystem we are building.
We continued building out the ecosystem in Q2, signing a deal with mobile operator AIS in
Thailand. AIS will provide the data-connected Actiste service over their network, helping
Brighter bring better treatment to the estimated four million people in Thailand living with
diabetes.
Also in Q2 we signed an agreement to contribute to the development of the Indonesia Mampu poverty alleviation and healthcare program. Brighter is working in an advisory role as
part of the Mampu program’s focus on diabetes prevention and treatment. We are honored
to be the only med-tech company working with Mampu on diabetes.
The highlight of Q3 was definitely the granting of our key patent in the United States. Originally filed in 2007, this patent to check blood glucose and inject insulin from the same device had previously been granted in the EU and other parts of the world. Having it granted in
the United States as well represents a major achievement for Brighter.
Later in Q4 we partnered with the managed services
provider Arkessa to handle Brighter’s data connectivity requirements in the markets where we do not have
agreements with local telecom operators. We also
signed a logistics agreement with Speed Group for
the warehousing and inventory management of
Actiste in Sweden.
When it comes to the Actiste solution itself, we had
moved from the investment, product design and development phase, into production, sales, marketing
and CE-certification by the end of 2017. It has been
a long journey, and we could not have done it without
the backing of our investors, the efforts of our fantastic coworkers, and the trust of our many
partners around the world. Thanks to all this support, Brighter is now on the verge of bringing
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the Actiste solution and its many benefits to diabetics around the world.

Truls Sjöstedt, CEO and Founder of Brighter AB
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Brighter in brief
Brighter develops solutions for data-driven and mobile healthcare. Thanks to its intellectual
capital and innovative aids the Company is creating a more efficient care chain with the
individual in focus. The aim is to simplify the information flow of relevant and reliable data
between patient and care provider, to make it stronger and more efficient, and to enable the
behavioral changes that are required.
Initially, Brighter is focusing on diabetes care, with the Company’s mobile-connected diabetes solution Actiste®. However, Brighter sees opportunities moving forward to act on a general level that spans several diseases and care directions. This can be achieved because of
The Benefit Loop®, Brighter’s cloud-based service that links the digital and physical collection of healthcare and treatment data on the user’s terms. Brighter’s IP platform can be applied and scaled within a variety of clinical areas in order to create new smart solutions for
the administration and follow-up of drug treatment.
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Vision.
We are Human Innovation.
Brighter's vision is to be the world leader in mobile health and data-driven care, serving as
both the key to, and the market for, user-generated health data. The company develops innovative and smart technical solutions by adopting a user-friendly and intuitive design.
Brighter’s concept, products and services aim to help to change behaviors, to simplify
treatment and to enhance the quality of life of its users, to gather, analyze, process and
market valid data as well as generating financial returns for the Company and its investors.

Mission.
Creating behavioral changes.
Brighter operates in the global market for computer-driven healthcare, IoT (“Internet-ofThings”) and mobile health. We use both state-of-the-art and groundbreaking innovations
and adopt a clear position based on a strong and clear Swedish heritage.
The products and services provided by Brighter aim to drive quality improvements for everyone involved in the care chain. Brighter enables healthcare providers, patients and society to
enhance the health of the individual. This is achieved by making it easier to change behaviors and by making more valid and effective measurement points/real life data available
that can be shared continuously.

Strategy.
Brighter is a Swedish company listed on NASDAQ First North in Stockholm, Sweden. By establishing global collaboration models primarily with the companies and organizations in
the industries concerned, we have laid the foundation for our success.
In order to ensure the highest quality along with global market access, we have opted for
Sanmina as our partner for manufacturing and Sonat for logistics. We collaborate with
companies that have in-depth knowledge and resources that Brighter can utilize and benefit
from, and that see opportunities in working with Brighter as a way of pursuing their own innovation processes.
The dynamic that is created in combination with smart and cost-effective communications
and marketing strategies is designed to ensure the rapid spread of the products and services that we offer on the market. And this will ultimately ensure financial growth both in the
short and long term.

The Brighter offer
Brighter develops products and services that meet a clear and easily identifiable user need
in the care chain. The Actiste diabetes solution is currently in the final phase of market authorization.
The Benefit Loop
The Benefit Loop is a cloud-based service that processes, analyzes and returns health data
in the treatment chain from various connected tools and apps. It has been developed to
package and visualize relevant information and send feedback to the user in a smart and
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user-friendly way. Brighter’s vision is to promote behavioral change. This includes not only
developing smart assistive devices, but also becoming a leading company in the areas of
mobile health and data-driven healthcare. We can help to provide a clearer picture of an
individual’s health by making reliable readings continually available. The individual must
also be able to personally decide who (a clinic, relative or researcher for example) can be
given access to such health data. The Benefit Loop puts the patient and their disease at the
center and offers a number of benefits based on different functions and perspectives.
Diabetes is our first clinical application, but there are many other chronic diseases that have
a need for monitoring and treatment that can also be done remotely. In the long term, our
thinking is to pave the way for other suppliers to connect different types of instruments and
apps to The Benefit Loop.
By opening up the platform to others, we can obtain more data that can be used to improve
treatments, utilize care resources more efficiently, plan care better, develop better drugs and
treatment methods, but above all, improve the quality of life for people who live with a chronic disease.
The Benefit Loop comprises four helpful steps in one loop.
Treatment
The treatment of chronic diseases, of which diabetes is one example, must be simple to monitor in order to avoid secondary diseases and suffering for
patients and high costs to society. Providing a better picture of how the body responds makes it easier
for the patient and healthcare to achieve the treatment goals.
Logging
Automatically logging as much information as possible creates a continuous flow of correct data,
which can be used by the patient’s doctor or nurse
to optimize and improve treatment.
Analysis
The patient data readings that are automatically logged can be analyzed and used to adjust the treatment regimen or to justify a change in lifestyle. These readings can also be
matched against the best methods of treatment and personal goals which can optimize the
treatment results and increase quality of life in the future. By significantly increasing access
to information, healthcare receives better data for treating and supporting the patient, while
doctors can identify patterns and predict consequences.
Improvement
Everyone involved in the care chain, i.e. the patient, care providers, society and other related
parties such as the pharmaceutical industry, can benefit from being able to monitor patients
and their diseases. By getting feedback, it will be possible to improve and check compliance
with treatment, gain better supervision of medicines and their costs, and improve data and
statistics on which the development of new drugs is based, which can increase the quality of
the entire care chain.
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Business goals.
The overall business goal for Brighter is to be at the forefront of mobile and data-driven
health, by being the key to, and the market for, user-generated health data. In addition, we
have developed a number of overall ambitions for our business and our products and solutions:
•
•
•
•

Improved health.
Reduced direct and indirect health costs.
Promote behavioral change.
Environmental benefits by adopting the concept of “cradle to cradle”.

Brighter has chosen to initially focus on diabetes as this disease is a growing global health
problem where we see that by applying a range of solutions, we can enhance our care significantly and consequently improve the quality of life for the sick.

Market focus and target groups.
Brighter’s products and solutions are directed at a range of target groups that anyone can
benefit from or who need our products or services. The primary target groups identified by
Brighter are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Consumers and patients.
Mobile network operators.
Payers: healthcare providers, governments/authorities, insurance companies, consumers, companies/employers.
Clinical Research Organizations (CRO).

Business model.
Brighter's business model assumes that there are a number of different target groups (see
above) for our products. These target groups have their specific driving forces or needs that
underpin demand for our products and services. Brighter has also identified a number of
ways on how to connect with our customers.
1.

The agreement on roll-out and delivery specifications with mobile network operators
(leverage impact on their customer base) in key markets for selling and reselling in the
form of:
a. B2C, to end customers.
• For Actiste - patients who live with diabetes and are treated with insulin at least
once a day. They will pay as they already pay for a less convenient and less efficient service than Brighter offers through Actiste and because Actiste will be sold
as a subscription service at a competitive fixed fee.
• For the IP platform – to be notified later, but Brighter currently defines this market as consisting of patients living with a chronic disease that requires recurring
measurement of biomarkers and injecting medication. But we also consider patients with long-term acute diseases that are tied to expensive treatments and
require a disease or pharmaceutical biomarker measurement. The willingness to
pay for different applications of the IP platform is based on the fact that new biological drugs, proteins or antibodies are not absorbed by the body if taken orally.
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b.

2.

3.

4.

5.

B2B2C; to end customers via:
• Public and private health insurance, which will pay because it will generate significant savings.
• Pharmaceutical companies that will pay because we offer them an opportunity
to differentiate from competitors and access actual, continuous, effective and
valid data.
Volume roll-out agreement with Clinical Research Organizations (CRO).
a. B2B, to CROs
• For Actiste – This group will pay because Actiste provides them with a new way of
selling its services that will be both cost-effective and generate more reliable data for its customers.
Data volume agreement, B2B.
a. Pharmaceutical companies for clinical research that will pay because we facilitate
reduced costs and continuous, effective and valid data.
b. CRO that will pay because we facilitate reduced costs and continuous, effective
and valid data. Different from 2 above, as here we sell the data we have received
permission from the users to sell.
c. Government authorities that will pay because we achieve reduced costs and continuous, effective and valid data, including positioning data that can enable better
community planning, regardless of the user's explicit consent.
Marketplace for health data.
a. The IP platform, where Actiste is the first launch, is the key to collecting, processing
and trading with actual, valid, continuous and effective data. This allows the owner
of data – the user – and the buyer of the data – pharmaceutical companies, CROs,
authorities, etc. – to trade data efficiently, with Brighter providing the transaction
platform.
Royalty payments based on existing and future patents currently consist of Brighter’s
patent portfolio of six patent families.

Possibility.
As the need for care in society increases, there will be a need to streamline healthcare by
adopting a range of technical solutions. We see how new solutions in m-health and e-health
are gaining momentum. With its strong patent portfolio and its unique instrument Actiste,
Brighter has a real chance of succeeding in the huge diabetes market.
Size of the global market.
• Actiste Diabetes – Insulin.
• 150 million potential subscribers. About 37% of the total number of diabetes patients of
415 million should be using insulin on a daily basis (2016).
• Brighter’s IP platform.
• There is major potential in applying this platform to administer many new drugs to improve the treatment of chronic diseases, particularly in oncology, cardiovascular endocrinology.
• Oncology: The IP platform can be applied to more than 66 substances that are currently under clinical development. The potential lies in the drugs that can be developed from them and that can be used to treat different types of cancer. More than
15 million new cancer patients are currently registered every year.
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•

Cardiovascular endocrinology: These is also a lot of potential in this area, with approximately 70 new drug candidates in an area with approximately 600 million patients.

Please note that the above refers to the number of substances/drug candidates currently
known by Brighter.
The size of the markets selected to date.
• Sweden: 150,000 diabetics treated with insulin (2016; 1.5% annual growth).
• Indonesia: 4 million diabetics treated with insulin (2016; 6% annual growth).
• Thailand: 1.5 million diabetics treated with insulin (2016; 6% annual growth).
Competitors in selected industries.
Direct:
•

None today.

Indirect:
•
•
•
•
•
•

BGM (Blood Glucose Meters): majority
Continuous/Flash Glucose Meter (C/FGM): majority
Insulin pens: majority
Insulin pumps: majority
Apps: majority
Communication and motivation systems/platforms that address the compliance and
effectiveness of the disease treatment.

Competitive advantages.
1. IP – Brighter currently has a family of six patents and a strategy for applying for at least
two new patents per year. Brighter is in a unique position as the basic patent family refers to a solution patent in the intersection between medical technology and in vitro diagnostics. Subsequent patents serve as layers around the first, further expanding the
strength and maturity of the patent portfolio. In addition, Brighter ensures registered
trademarks for its products and services, such as Actiste®, Benefit Loop®, Digital Endorphins®, Brighter®, etc.
2. In terms of user experience, as described by our focus groups, 100% of respondents consider Actiste to be better or much better than their current solution. Please note that up
until now, the focus groups do not consider all of Actiste Diabetes Management as a Service, but only the unit.
3. The business model – Brighter will be selling a subscription service and utilizing mobile
operators as strategic and tactical partners, increasing the reach per invested marketing
Swedish krona as well as providing synergy effects based on their regulatory and administrative infrastructures.
4. Price model – By focusing on data revenue potential from B2B customers and market
transaction fees, Brighter can enjoy a highly competitive position in both the B2C and
B2B2C segments.

The team.
The team can boast over 200 years of combined experience from various backgrounds, including but not limited to:
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Medical Devices | Pharmacology | Diabetology | Endocrinology | Oncology | Behavioral Science | Business Development | Project Financing | Software Development | Development of
Mobile Applications | Market Launches| Advertising | Quality Assurance & Regulatory Affairs |
Medical Affairs | Mechanical Development | Electronics Development | Marketing & Sales |
Back-end Development | etc.

Impact.
Brighter sees a major potential for the following changes.
1. The treatment of chronic diseases using injectable drugs, enhances compliance with
treatment through improved user experience and a subscription model, allowing space to
move toward agreed treatment targets.
2. The perception of patients in terms of their condition and the costs for this, by giving
them the opportunity to share and market their tasks 1) in favor of research and 2) to
take control of their own costs for the treatment.
3. The clinical research and public research industry by offering a marketplace where they
can access real life, valid, continuous and effective user-generated health data, at a
market value.
4. The socio-economic costs of secondary diseases resulting from complications from
chronic diseases. The costs for society and the suffering of patients can be significantly
reduced in cases where continuous, measurable feedback is extremely beneficial for
providing effective, customized care.
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Board of Directors and senior executives.
During the year the Board of Directors met on sixteen occasions. The company’s financial
development, research and product development, its growth strategy and financing were the
topics that were mainly discussed and where decisions were made. The work is governed by
the Articles of Association that primarily regulate the work in the Board, the division of work
between the Board and the Chief Executive Officer (CEO), the CEO’s responsibilities, and
the instructions for financial reporting. The Nomination Committee meets on a regular basis
and before each Annual General Meeting.

Chairman
G ert W estergren
Education: Stockholm School of Economics, Stockholm University, MBA from Uppsala University
Background: Chair of the Board of Directors of Brighter since
2011
Other current assignments: None
Gert has 483,134 shares and 377,389 options in Brighter AB

Deputy Chair
Sara Murby Forste
Education: BSBA – Economics at Uppsala University, Business
Administration at Örebro University
Background: Assistant Manager – Scanfashion, UK. Business
Development Manager – Telenor Business Solutions. Head of
Sales – Basefarm AB.
Other current assignments: CEO – Basefarm AB
Sara has 24,750 shares and 308,162 options in Brighter AB
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Directors
Afsaneh Ghatan Bauer
Education: Law School at Stockholm University
Background: Founder of Ghatan Bauer Advokatbyrå AB
(1997).
Other current assignments: Partner/Lawyer at Calissendorff
Swarting Advokatbyrå KB, Member of the Swedish Bar Association, Director of ECTA, Membership & Disciplinary Committee.
Afsaneh has no shares and 140,000 options in Brighter AB
Lars Flening
Education: Eng.CH; Certified Business Economist
Background: Medisense European Head, acquired by Abbott
Labs – renamed Abbott Diabetes Care.
Other current assignments: Consultant
Lars has 127,689 shares and 8,585 options in Brighter AB

Jan Stålemark
Education: MBA, Stockholm School of Economics BSc Management Biomedical Engineering, Karolinska Institute/Stockholm University.
Background: Experience from different positions in international sales and marketing within the life sciences, including
from Siemens-Elema, RADI Medical Systems, Neoventa, Johnson & Johnson, etc.
Other current assignments: CEO of AroCell AB (publ), Board
Member of Obstecare AB, CEO and Board Member of
HealthTech Sweden AB.
Jan has 36,900 shares and 266,487 options in Brighter AB
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Leading roles.
Truls Sjöstedt – CEO and Founder
Truls is the CEO and founder. As a Co-Pilot with Henrik, he
spends a lot of time working on the vision and the strategy.
Truls has a relative who is a diabetic and understands what
it is like to live with a chronic disease. Truls ran several companies before founding Brighter.
Truls has 6,122,017 shares and 1,948,125 options in Brighter
AB

Henrik Norström – COO (Deputy CEO)
Henrik is the Deputy CEO and Co-Pilot, who is operationally
responsible for the commercial side, as well as funding and
finances. He has extensive experience of international startups, including Swifler.com, Verajuan.pe and Casa Cor. Between 1996 and 2002 he set up and ran ABB Equity Ventures
in Brazil. As well as working for Brighter, Henrik is also the
Chairman of Swifler AB, Swifler Holding AB and Adstring AB.
Henrik has 678,364 shares and 2,281,230 options in Brighter
AB
Petra Kaur Ljungman – CCO
Petra has extensive experience from executive roles in sales
and marketing from companies in the pharmaceutical advertising and health care market including Astra Zeneca, Sanofi,
Nightingale, Head of Health at Ogilvy/INGO. Senior Strategist – Great Clarity. Petra has been a member of the Brighter
Board of Directors since 2014 and is a member of the Board
of Directors of Camanio Care.
Petra has 33,856 shares and 189,867 options in Brighter AB
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Åsa Hallin Dahlberg – HDP
Åsa is Head of Development And Production responsible for
internally ordering TBL and Actiste and managing their development and production. This work includes ensuring the
achievement of quality and financial goals. Åsa has wide
experience of global program management and R&D management with 15 years’ experience in telecommunications
and 14 years in medical technology.
Åsa has no shares but 735,930 options in Brighter AB

Ann Zetterberg Littorin – CFO
Ann is CFO and responsible for funding, supervision and
control of the Group finances. Ann has extensive experience
working as a CFO and in financing from, among others, the
venture capital industry. She has also been involved with
rapidly-growing knowledge-intensive technology companies.
In addition to Brighter Ann is on the Board of Directors of the
mining company Endomines.
Ann has 30,000 shares and 401,000 options in Brighter AB

Nadezda Ershova – Head of QA/RA
Nadezda was the second employee at Brighter, after Truls.
This shows the importance that Brighter assigns to quality
and also shows that it complies with the regulations for medical devices and services.
Nadezda is responsible for all of Brighter’s QA/RA work and
integrates this work with all the other roles at the Company.
Nadezda has 11,774 shares and 19,646 options in Brighter
AB
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Management Report
Information about the business
Brighter AB (publ) corporate registration number 556736-8591 is a company that develops
technical and digital medical devices and has its registered office in Stockholm. Since 2007
the Company has applied for and received several patents and registered designs for the
integration of sampling, the measurement of biomarkers and the injection of liquid medicines into one single unit, for example. In 2017 the Company continued to work on developing its second generation of assistive devices for self-treatment with insulin for diabetics –
Actiste® and The Benefit Loop™ – the platform for data-driven care. Brighter AB (publ) has a
wholly owned subsidiary, Brighter One AB, the only function of which is to hold options as
part of the external financing of the Company and as part of the incentive scheme. The
Group has an associated company, Camanio Care, listed on the Aktietorget exchange.
Brighter’s share of ownership was 26.51% at year end 2017.
The company is listed on NASDAQ First North/BRIG. The Brighter Certified Adviser on
NASDAQ OMX First North is Remium Nordic AB.
For more information: www.brighter.se

Actiste
Diabetes is a globally growing public health crisis. In Sweden around 450,000 people live
with diabetes, in the Nordic countries, the corresponding figure is 1.5 million people and
globally, there are an estimated 415 million diabetics. The International Diabetes Federation
(IDF) forecasts suggest that there will be up to 642 million diabetics by the year 2040. With
today’s medicines and well-controlled diabetes, diabetics can enjoy a good quality of life as
well as a long life. However, the risks associated with increased blood sugar levels must be
taken seriously, and in this respect healthcare and patients have a major responsibility to
work together to avoid damage to blood vessels caused by high blood sugar levels.
Over time, excessively high blood sugar creates problems in different organs in the body,
such as in the form of heart, vascular, kidney and eye complications. There are also risks
associated with the overdosage of insulin and immediate complications caused by excessively low blood sugar levels (hypoglycemia).
Actiste is a service that simplifies the lives of people with insulin-treated diabetes. Actiste
groups the necessary functionality into a single flexible, mobile connected device. By using
Actiste, the user can measure blood glucose levels and inject insulin, and all the values are
saved and can be shared automatically via the built-in mobile connection. Data can be
shared with those selected by the user, such as family members and healthcare professionals. In this way, the care offered can help increase motivation in order to change behaviors
and simplify follow-up.
Actiste is a mobile-connected device that introduces a brand new way of creating an overview of a disease, its treatment and its follow-up. As well as providing healthcare services
with this overview, patients find Actiste extremely easy to use. This also relieves the pressure
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on the daily routines in healthcare by automating, for example, the ordering of consumables
for the patients.
In 2017 the Actiste team shifted its focus from development to production and sales. As part
of the pre-launch phase, we are continuing to market Actiste to potential target groups.
To ensure successful commercialization we have established working relationships with a
number of different partners. For the manufacturing process, we signed an agreement with
Sanmina in 2016. Sanmina has extensive experience of producing advanced medical devices, including millions of other diabetes tools. In 2017 collaborative efforts started with Speed
and Sonat regarding wharehousing and logistics, and with Arkessa regarding global relationships.
In Indonesia, as part of our forthcoming launch, we have signed an agreement that will enable us to participate in and develop the first care initiative within the framework of Indonesia
Mampu, a development program headed by Palladium and the Indonesian Government’s
National Team Secretariat for Accelerating Poverty Reduction (TNP2K). In this work, focus will
be placed on the prevention and treatment of diabetes, an area where Brighter’s expertise
and technical know-how is a crucial component. The partnership will help Brighter to establish itself on the Indonesian market by strengthening the current work with Indosat Ooredoo
and Ericsson.

CE marking, sales, production
Sales work started in a positive vein in 2017 in Sweden and globally. The sales and business
target aimed at expanding into markets with strong needs and the ideal conditions for implementing digitalized treatment and monitoring systems continues. Interest is still robust,
and the collaborative relationships in the markets within which Brighter has actively created
a network are being refined and advanced. The work on Sanmina that was initiated in the
autumn, has resulted in the commissioning of Actiste as scheduled. In parallel with the initial
production of the first 120 units, new effective solutions for automating the production line
are being explored, and include investigating the robotization steps as part of the packaging
process. The CE marking process continues, somewhat delayed as the tools need adjustment. CE marking is a complex process that consists of multiple steps, including product,
production and user tests and reporting, which are all handled by external certification
partners. There are many steps and the availability of time slots for tests is restricted, which
determine when approval can be completed.

Patents.
Brighter’s patent portfolio makes it possible for Brighter to log the measurement of a biomarker consistently, continuously and in a correlated manner as well as the actual injected
dose of a drug in a single unit, and then transfer data continuously through a mobile connection. Actiste is the first application of the IP platform.
An early focus on patents by Brighter’s founders forms the basis of the Company’s extensive
patent portfolio. The company has six patent families and a total of 15 granted patents and
28 patent applications being processed. There are granted patents in Sweden, the USA, Japan, China, France, Germany, the United Kingdom and Europe.
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In addition to patents the Company also has technical expertise in the field, making it difficult for competitors to copy the Company’s products and methods.

Organizational structure.
The business places exacting demands on both staff and on an innovative and high performance corporate culture. Over the course of the year the organization has adapted to deal
with the change from a development-focused company to a commercial business that is also
focused on production and sales.
Over the year the management group was strengthened, with Ann Zetterberg in the role of
CFO, and in March 2018 further reinforced with Petra Kaur Ljungman as CCO. As of March
2018, Group management consists of Truls Sjöstedt (CEO), Henrik Norström (COO), Ann
Zetterberg (CFO), Åsa Hallin Dahlberg (HDP), Nadezda Ershova (QA-RA Manager) and Petra
Kaur Ljungman (CCO-CMO).
In 2017 all staff were employed by the Parent Company, Brighter AB. The average number of
employees was 10 (8), of which 5 (3) were women. In 2016 Camanio was a subsidiary for
much of the year which is not included in the comparative figures above. The average number of employees in Camanio Care was 7 in 2016.
In 2017 the Board of Directors consisted of Gert Westergren, Sara Murby Forste, Afsaneh
Ghatan Bauer, Lars Flening, Jan Stålemark and Petra Kaur Ljungman.

Financing.
The commercialization of Actiste, with an ambitious plan for future growth and development,
requires the Company to have adequate working capital to finance both capital tied up in
inventory for future deliverables and the build-up of production. Funding the business is a
very important part of the Company’s growth strategy and this issue is a continuous part of
the work of the Company's management.
The additional contracted financing volume from L1 Capital and the liquidity that outstanding warrants can potentially provide, in combination with the liquidity as at 31 December
2017 is not sufficient to finance the current business plan and strategic direction. The Board
and management therefore consider that in 2018 the Company will need additional funding
in order to carry on the business based on the established strategic direction.
However, the Board and management consider that the Company’s ongoing sales and finance activities (finance from customer agreements for example), in combination with the
potential additional liquidity that a conversion of outstanding options could provide, can
probably finance the business for at least the next 12 months.
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Financial outcome 2017.
Income.
Other income amounted to SEK 3,071 thousand (SEK 3,653 thousand) for the full year in
2017. In 2017 this was in large part from consultancy fees that Brighter invoiced the associated company Camanio Care, and from income made up of damages from subcontractors.
Camanio Care was treated as an associated company in 2017 and part of 2016. In the
fourth quarter of 2016, Camanio Care changed from being a subsidiary to an associated
company. Other income in 2016 largely related to business activities by Camanio Care. A
large proportion of other income in 2017 was made up of compensation received from the
dispute with the subcontractor HotSwap regarding defective deliverables from development
work from before 2015.
Operating profit.
Operating profit for 2017 amounted to SEK -19,946 thousand (SEK -18,501 thousand). The
other external costs totaling SEK -43,384 thousand (SEK -31,746) relate primarily to services
for the development of intangible assets, financial and legal services related to the raising of
capital and commercialization activities, and services to build up logistics and production
for Actiste. External costs relating to development are reflected in revenue in the form of capitalized production costs SEK 29,754 thousand (SEK 21,698 thousand) for the same amount,
which means that they have no impact on earnings.
Personnel costs amounted to SEK -9,153 thousand (SEK -8,913 thousand). As of December
31 2017, the Brighter Group has 13 employees. A number of external consultants work for
the Company, which has been recognized in external services.
Depreciation/amortization only relates to trademarks and material inventories. Other intangible assets, patents and development costs are not amortized before the asset is ready to
be put into service. The value of the intangible assets is measured continuously, and it is
intended that amortization start once Actiste is ready, in conjunction with approved CE
marking.
Camanio Care.
Camanio Care was acquired in 2015 and was a subsidiary of the Group for most of 2016. In
conjunction with the fourth quarter of 2016, the Company became an associated company
when Camanio Care raised capital through a new share issue and Brighter’s share of ownership was diluted. In December 2016 it was decided to distribute 1,733,672 shares in Camanio Care to Brighter’s shareholders. In the 2016 financial statement the value of the unpaid dividend in the form of shares in Camanio Care was SEK 5.2 million. At December 31
2016 this amount was reported as a dividend and current liability. In addition to this the
value of the shares associated with the dividend were revalued to their fair value in the income statement. Thi8s gave a positive effect on profits of SEK 1.7 million. Brighter owns
26.51% (46.95%) of Camanio Care as of December 31 2017. Camanio Care reports a loss
of SEK 16,784 thousand, with a share of earnings of SEK -4,449 thousand for 2017.
Financial position.
Capitalized expenditure for development work amounted to SEK 29,754 thousand (SEK
21,698 thousand), which almost exclusively relates to the development of Actiste.
Property, plant and equipment totaled SEK 4,738 thousand (SEK 322 thousand). The increase in the equipment is from investments in the production line, tools and other producPage 21 (72)

tion-related equipment for the production of Actiste. Amortization of this equipment will start
as soon as the production line is in full use.
As of December 31 the Company had equity of SEK 87,389 thousand (SEK 52,543 thousand), an equity/assets ratio of 78.5% (76.4%).
Current interest-bearing liabilities amounted to a nominal value of SEK 10 million for L1. This
liability is reported at its amortized cost and reported at December 31 2016 as SEK 8,437
thousand.
Cash flow
At the start of the year, the Company had cash in hand of SEK 1,733 thousand (SEK 641
thousand), and at year end SEK 10,017 thousand (SEK 1,733 thousand).
Cash flow from operating activities amounted to SEK -24,582 thousand (SEK -13,908 thousand). The change in working capital was SEK -4,654 thousand (SEK 3,733 thousand). Cash
flow from investment activities amounted to SEK -34,897 thousand (SEK -23,274 thousand).
The change from the previous year consisted of an increase in investment in intangible assets of SEK 7,295 thousand and SEK 4,583 in tangible assets from 2016. In principle investment in tangible assets relates entirely to investment in equipment for the production of
Actiste.
Financing of SEK 67,763 thousand (SEK 38,274 thousand) was raised through new issues
and loans during the financial year. L1 Capital was the main source of capital during the
year. The company has a financing agreement for SEK 100 million, of which SEK 60 million
was utilized as of December 31, 2017. Financing through L1 Capital has taken place through
the ongoing issue of convertible debt instruments and at December 31 2016 the counterparty had utilized the opportunity to prematurely convert the equivalent nominal value of SEK
50 million in issued convertible debt instruments. The warrants are issued free to L1 Capital
and to all of the shareholders of Brighter AB in parallel with the utilization of convertible
bonds, and this also contributed to the injection of capital into the Company. In 2017 new
shares corresponding to SEK 5.3 million were subscribed by utilizing these warrants. As of
December 31, the Company has a potential SEK 40 million of finance remaining to utilize in
convertible debt instruments in L1 Capital, and if all of the warrants within the framework of
this agreement are issued and utilized to subscribe to new shares, this will add around a
further SEK 100 million. For further information about the agreement with L1 Capital, see
note 5.
Total cash flow for the period amounted to SEK 8,284 thousand (SEK 1,092 thousand).

Significant events during the period
•
•
•
•
•

At the beginning of January Brighter distributed shares in the associated company Camanio Care to the Brighter AB shareholders.
In February an agreement was reached with Sonat on collaboration on a global logistics
solution.
In March 2017 Camanio Care was listed on Sweden’s Aktietorget exchange.
In April Brighter entered into a partnership with Indonesia Mampu to fight diabetes in
Indonesia.
In April Brighter secured up to SEK 100 million funding from L1 Capital for the launch of
Actiste and issued free share warrants to existing shareholders. In 2017 SEK 60 million
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

was disbursed through the issue of convertible bonds according to the agreement. The
number of shares in Brighter AB has increased on several occasions through the conversion of convertible bonds or the exercise of warrants. Over the course of the year the total number of shares and votes has increased from 52,010,170 till 64,964,545.
In May Brighter fully subscribed to Camanio Care’s new share issue. This was an investment of SEK 3.1 million achieved through offsetting receivables.
In May Brighter collaborated with AIS & Ericsson to launch the Actiste diabetes solution in
Thailand.
A shareholder’s meeting was held in June to confirm the annual report and results. Gert
Westergren, Lars Flening, Sara Murby Forste, Afsaneh Ghatan Bauer, Jan Stålemark and
Petra Kaur Ljungman.
In August Brighter secured SEK 6.4 million through a private placement to Recall Capital.
In August Brighter was granted a main patent in the USA.
Brighter came to a settlement with its former development partner regarding errors in
development prior to 2015.
In October Brighter secured SEK 5.3 million by exercising warrants in series TO3. Brighter’s management team, including the CEO and COO, and all of the Company’s Board
members are fully subscribed.
In November Brighter strengthened its management team by recruiting Ann Zetterberg as
its CFO.
In November the PRV [Swedish Patent and Registration Office] granted patent application 1550571-2 regarding a method and device for logging drug injections made by a
medical device with injector.
Over the course of the year work has started on setting up the production line at Sanmina as well as sales in a number of markets. This is in parallel with work on the ongoing CE
marking of Actiste.

For more detailed information about significant events refer to the published press releases
on the website, www.brighter.se.

Significant events after the end of the period.
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The number of shares in Brighter AB increased through the conversion of convertible debt
instruments. The total number of shares and votes has increased from 64,964,545 till
66,309,253.
In November the PRV [Swedish Patent and Registration Office] granted patent application 155057114864054.3 regarding a method and device for logging drug injections
made by a
medical device with injector.
Brighter was part of the Swedish delegation of approximately 160 companies at the Mobile World Congress (MWC) in Barcelona. The delegation had its own pavilion this year.
Brighter has called upon a fifth tranche of SEK 10 million from L1 Capital and issued
additional free warrants to its existing shareholders.
Brighter strengthened its management group and hired Petra Kaur Ljungman as its Head
of Marketing and Communication.
Brighter notifies delays in CE marking as a result of the fine tuning of tools.
Brighter and FRISQ have initiated a strategic partnership to strengthen healthcare infrastructure.
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•
•

Brighter’s solution Actiste® has been nominated for the Design-S Swedish Design Awards
2018, in the category Industrial and Product Design B2B.
Brighter’s diabetes solution Actiste wins the Red Dot Award for good design and quality.

For more detailed information about significant events refer to the published press releases
on the website, www.brighter.se.

Annual General Meeting 2018.
The Brighter AB Annual General Meeting will be held on May 16 at Norgegatan 2 in Kista at
11:00. The agenda can be found in the notice of the meeting on the Company's website.

Nominating committee.
In consultation with its major owners, the Chairman of the Board of Brighter AB has established a nominating committee for the 2018 Annual General Meeting. The Nominating Committee comprises Gert Westergren, Truls Sjöstedt and Henrik Norström. The Nominating
Committee has appointed Henrik Norström as its Chairman.
The task of the Nominating Committee is to submit proposals for the Chair and other Board
members to the Annual General Meeting, as well as fees and other remuneration for board
assignments for each of the Board members. The Nominating Committee also submits proposals for the selection and fees for the auditors. The Nominating Committee also submits
proposals for the process to appoint a nominating committee for the 2019 Annual General
Meeting. The appointments have been made in accordance with the instructions regarding
principles for the appointment of the Nominating Committee which were determined at the
Annual General Meeting of Brighter on June 9 2017.

Proposed appropriation of the Company’s profit or loss.
The Board of Directors proposes that the funds at its disposal (SEK):
Share premium
Profit carried forward
Profit for the year
Total
Be carried forward.

171,071,044
-109,288,192
-22,841,305
38,941,547
38,941,547

For information regarding the earnings and position in general, refer to the following income
statement, balance sheet and cash flow statement, and their notes below.
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Financial Statements.
Consolidated statement of comprehensive income.
Amounts in SEK thousand
Capitalized production costs
Other operating income
Total operating income

Note
5

Raw materials and consumables
Other external costs
Staff costs
Depreciation/amortization of tangible and intangible
assets
Other operating costs
Total operating costs

6, 8
7

5

Operating profit

Jan-Dec
2017
29,754
3,071
32,825

Jan-Dec
2016
21,698
3,653
25,351

0
-43,384
-9,153

-911
-32,592
-8,913

-202

-1,197

-32
-52,771

-239
-43,852

-19,946

-18,501
15
-253
-238

Financial income
Financial expenses
Net financial items

9

40
-2,937
-2,897

Income from shares in associated companies after tax

20

-4,449

4,056

Profit before tax
Income tax
Profit for the period

-27,292
0
-27,292

-14,683
0
-14,683

Other comprehensive income:
Other comprehensive income for the period
Total comprehensive income for the period
Attributable to the Parent Company’s shareholders

0
-27,292
-27,292

0
-14,683
-13,965

Amounts in SEK thousand
Earnings per share before dilution
Earnings per share after dilution

Jan-Dec
2017
-0.40
-0.40

Jan-Dec
2016
-0.32
-0.32

10
10
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Consolidated statement of financial position.
Amounts in SEK thousand
Capitalized expenditure for development work
Concessions, patents, licenses, trademarks and similar rights
Total intangible assets
Equipment, tools and installations
Construction in progress
Total property, plant and equipment
Holdings in associated companies reported according to the equity method.

11

Dec 31
2017
73,327
3,467
76,794

Dec 31
2016
43,674
2,886
46,560

12

211
4,527
4,738

322
0
322

20

2,965

15,114

464
0
3,429
84,961

441
273
15,828
62,710

14

757
169
15,005
445
16,376

308
70
3,652
261
4,291

16

10,017

1,733

26,393
111,354

6,024
68,734

Dec 31
2017
3,248
171,071
-86,930
87,389
87,389

Dec 31
2016
2,601
109,580
-59,638
52,543
52,543

10,824
326
8,437
1,776
0
2,602
23,965
111,354

5,725
239
0
2,748
5,201
2,278
16,191
68,734

Note

Other long-term securities
Other long-term receivables
Total financial assets
Total fixed assets
Accounts receivable from associated companies
Current tax assets
Other current receivables
Prepayments and accrued income
Total current receivables

13, 15

Cash and cash equivalents
Total current assets
TOTAL ASSETS

Amounts in SEK thousand
Share capital
Other contributed equity
Profit carried forward
Total Equity
Total equity attributable to the Parent Company’s shareholders
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Current tax liabilities
Financial liabilities
Other current liabilities
Liability relating to dividend Camanio
Accruals and deferred income
Total current liabilities
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Note
18, 19

15, 21
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Consolidated statement of changes in equity

Amounts in SEK thousand
Balance at start of year, January 1, 2016
Profit for the year
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income
Transactions with shareholders
New share issue
Issue costs
Dividend in kind – shares in Camanio
Transactions with minority
Total transactions with shareholders
Balance at end of year, December 31, 2016

Balance at start of year, January 1, 2017
Profit for the year
Other comprehensive income
Total comprehensive income
Transactions with shareholders
The value of conversion rights for convertible
debt instruments
Conversion of convertible debt instruments
New issues, cash and offsetting
Issue costs
Total transactions with shareholders
Balance at end of year, December 31, 2017

Share
equity
1,878

723

Other
Contributed
equity
67,227

42,353
109,580

2,601

109,580

647
3,248

Mino
rity
share
5

43,180
-827

723
2,601

501
146

Profit carried
forward
(including
profit for the
period)
-40,160
-14,683
0
-14,683

-5,201
406
-4,795
-59,638

-59,638
-27,292
0
-27,292

-5
-5
0

0

Total
equity
28,950
-14,683
0
-14,683
43,903
-827
-5,201
401
38,276
52,543

52,543
-27,292
0
-27,292

9,397

9,397

42,564
11,582
-2,052
61,491
171,071

43,065
11,728
-2,052
62,138
87,389
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0
-86,930

0
0

Consolidated statement of cash flows
Jan-Dec
2017
-19,946
202
40
-125
-99

Jan-Dec
2016
-18,501
1,197
15
-253
-99

-19,928

-17,641

0
-6,404
1,750
-4,654

0
456
3,277
3,733

Cash flow from operating activities
Investments in intangible assets
Investments in property, plant and equipment
Investment in financial assets
Cash flow from investment activities

-24,582
-30,269
-4,583
-45
-34,897

-13,908
-22,974
0
-300
-23,274

Raising convertible loans
Cost of capital for convertible loans
Raising other loans
New share issues and warrants
New share issue costs
Cash flow from financing activities

60,000
-1,918
3,820
7,913
-2,052
67,763

0
0
0
38,274
0
38,274

8,284
1,733
10,017

1,092
641
1,733

Amounts in SEK thousand

Note

Operating profit
Adjustment for items not included in the cash flow
Interest received
Interest paid
Income tax paid
Cash flow from operating activities before changes in
working capital
Increase/decrease in inventories
Increase/decrease in operating receivables
Increase/decrease in operating liabilities
Total change in working capital

23

Cash flow for the period
Opening cash and cash equivalents
Closing cash and cash equivalents
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Parent company income statement
Jan-Dec
2017
29,754
2,879
32,633

Jan-Dec
2016
21,698
1,379
23,076

Other external costs
Staff costs
Depreciation/amortization of tangible and intangible assets
Other operating costs
Total operating costs
Operating profit

-43,191
-9,153
-202
-32
-52,578
-19,945

-29,879
-7,371
-192
-243
-37,685
-14,609

Other interest income and similar income
Interest expenses and similar expenses
Total profit from financial items
Profit after financial items

40
-2,937
-2,897
-22,842

3
-125
-122
-14,730

Appropriations
Tax on profit for the period
Profit for the period

0
0
-22,842

0
0
-14,730

Amounts in SEK thousand
Capitalized production costs
Other operating income
Total operating income

Note
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Parent company balance sheet.
Dec 31
2017
73,327
3,467
76,794

Dec 31
2016
43,674
2,886
46,560

211
4,527
4,738

322
0
322

50
9,396
464
0
9,911
91,443

50
15,407
441
273
16,172
63,053

757
110
169
15,005
407
16,448

907
0
70
3,201
260
4,438

9,825

1730

26,273
117,716

6,168
69,221

Dec 31
2017
3,248
51,560
54,808

Dec 31
2016
2,601
21,806
24,406

Share premium
Profit carried forward
Profit for the period
Unrestricted equity
Total equity

171,071
-109,288
-22,841
38,942
93,750

109,580
-64,804
-14,730
30,045
54,452

Accounts payable
Amounts owed to affiliated undertakings
Convertible loans
Current tax liabilities
Other liabilities
Accruals and deferred income
Total current liabilities
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

10,806
0
8,437
326
1,795
2,603
23,967
117,716

5,872
92
0
234
5,928
2,643
14,769
69,221

Amounts in SEK thousand
Capitalized expenditure for development work
Concessions, patents, licenses, trademarks and similar rights
Total property, plant and equipment

Note

Equipment, tools and installations
Construction in progress
Total property, plant and equipment
Shares in Group companies
Shares in associated companies
Other long-term securities
Other long-term receivables
Total financial assets
Total fixed assets

20

Receivables from associated companies
Receivables from Group companies
Current tax assets
Other receivables
Prepayments and accrued income
Total current receivables
Cash at bank and in hand
Total current assets
TOTAL ASSETS

Amounts in SEK thousand
Share capital
Development expenses fund
Restricted equity

Note
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Parent company statement of changes in equity
Amounts in SEK thousand
Balance at start of year, January 1, 2016
New share issue
Issue costs
Appropriated as determined by the AGM
Dividend in kind – shares in Camanio
Development reserve
Profit for the year
Balance at end of year, December 31, 2016
Balance at start of year, January 1, 2017
Issue of convertible debt instruments
Conversion of convertible debt instruments
New issues, cash and offsetting
Issue costs
Appropriated as determined by the AGM
Development expenses fund
Profit for the year
Balance at end of year, December 31, 2017

Share
capital
1,878
722

Development
expenses
fund
0

Share
premium
reserve
67,227
43,152
-827

Profit
carried
forward
-27,979

-11,468
-3,550
-21,806

21,806

Profit for
the year
-11,468

11,468

2,600

21,806

109552

-64,804

-14,730
-14,730

2,600

21,806

109,552
9,397
42,564
11,582
-2,024

-64,804

-14,730

-14,730
-29,754

14,730

Total
equity
29,658
43,874
-827
0
-5,201
0
-14,730
54,425

-22,841
-22,841

54,424
9,397
43,065
11,729
-2,024
0
0
-22,841
93,750

Operating profit
Adjustment for items not included in the cash flow
Interest received
Interest paid
Cash flow from operating activities before changes in working capital

Jan-Dec
2017
-19,945
202
40
-2,937
-22,640

Jan-Dec
2016
-14,609
18
-2
-124
-14,717

Increase/decrease in operating receivables
Increase/decrease in operating liabilities
Total change in working capital
Cash flow from operating activities

-11,350
9,197
-2,813
-24,792

-2,362
4,183
1,821
-12,895

Investments in intangible assets
Investments in property, plant and equipment
Investment in financial assets
Cash flow from investment activities

-30,269
-4,583
-23
-34,876

-22,670
0
-6,545
-29,215

Raising convertible loans
Cost of capital for convertible loans
Raising other loans
New share issues and warrants
New share issue costs
Cash flow from financing activities

60,000
-1,918
3,820
7,913
-2,052
67,763

0
0
0
43,119
0
43,119

Cash flow for the period
Opening cash and cash equivalents
Closing cash and cash equivalents

7,435
1,730
9,824

1,009
720
1,730

501
147

29,754
3,248

51,560

171,071

-109,288

Parent company statement of cash flows.
Amounts in SEK thousand

Note
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Notes to financial statements.
Note 1 Accounting policies.
Summary of significant accounting policies.
The most significant accounting policies applied in the preparation of these consolidated
financial statements are set out below. These policies have been consistently applied to all
years presented, unless otherwise stated. Unless otherwise indicated the information applies
to both the Parent Company and the Group.

1.1 Basis for the preparation of the statements
The consolidated financial statements for Brighter have been prepared in accordance with
Årsredovisningslagen [the Swedish Annual Accounts Act], RFR 1 Supplementary Accounting
Rules for Corporate Groups, as well as the International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) and the interpretations of the IFRS Interpretations Committee (IFRS IC) as adopted by
the EU.
These consolidated financial statements for Brighter are the first to be prepared in accordance with IFRS. The consolidated financial statement has been prepared in accordance with
the cost method.
Preparing statements in compliance with IFRS requires the use of certain significant estimates for accounting purposes. Management is also required to make certain assessments
in connection with the application of the consolidated accounting policies. The areas that
entail a high degree of assessment, which are complex or of such a nature that assumptions
and estimates are critical to the consolidated financial statements, are specified in note 4.
The Parent Company applies RFR 2 Accounting for Legal Entities and the Swedish Annual
Accounts Act. Under RFR 2, the Parent Company is required to apply all EU-adopted IFRS
and interpretations in the interim report for the legal entity insofar as this is possible under
the Swedish Annual Accounts Act, the Pension Obligations Vesting Act and with regard to the
relationship between accounting and taxation.
The Parent Company has transitioned to applying RFR 2 Accounting for Legal Entities in
conjunction with the Group’s transition to IFRS accounting for the consolidated financial
statements. The transition from previously applied accounting policies to RFR2 has had no
effect on the income statement, the balance sheet, equity or cash flow.
Preparing statements in compliance with RFR 2 requires the use of certain significant estimates for accounting purposes. The management team is also required to make certain assessments in connection with application of the Parent Company’s accounting policies. The
areas that entail a high degree of assessment, which are complex or of such a nature that
assumptions and estimates are material to the annual report, are specified in note 4.
The Parent Company applies different accounting policies to the Group for the areas stated
below:
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Layout.
The income statement and balance sheet are compliant with the layout stipulated in the
Swedish Annual Accounts Act. Differences also arise in relation to designations, in comparison with the consolidated financial statement, mainly concerning financial income/expense
and equity.

Shares in Group companies.
Shares in subsidiaries are recognized at the acquisition cost less any impairment. The acquisition cost includes any costs related
to the acquisition and any additional purchase prices.
A calculation of the recoverable amount is undertaken in the event of an indicator of impairment of shares in a Group company. Should the recoverable amount be lower than the
carrying amount, impairment is made. Impairments are recognized in “Profit from shares in
Group companies”.

Financial instruments.
IAS 39 is not applied to the Parent Company and financial instruments are measured at acquisition cost. Financial assets acquired for short-term holding will in subsequent periods be
recognized at the lower of acquisition cost and market value. The convertible debt instruments are valued at amortized cost.

Appropriations.
Group contributions are recognized as appropriations.

1.1.1 New standards and interpretations that have not yet been applied
by the Group
A number of new standards and interpretations have come into force for the financial year
starting on January 1, 2018 or later and have not been applied in the preparation of this
financial report. Below is a preliminary assessment of the effects
of the standards that are deemed relevant for the Group:
IFRS 9 “Financial instruments” specify how a company should classify, measure and report
financial assets and financial liabilities. It replaces the sections of IAS 39 relating to how a
company should classify and measure financial instruments. IFRS 9 keeps a mixed valuation
approach but simplifies the approach in certain aspects. There will be three valuation categories for financial assets: amortized cost, fair value through other comprehensive income,
and fair value through the income statement. The way an instrument should be classified
depends on the Company’s business model and the characteristics of the instrument. Investments in equity instruments should be measured at fair value through profit or loss, but
may be measured at fair value through other comprehensive income on the first accounting
date. Should the instrument be sold, no reclassification will be made in the income statement. Financial liabilities should not be reclassified or remeasured unless the liability is
measured at fair value through profit or loss based on fair value. The standard will be applied for financial years beginning on January 1, 2018, with earlier application permitted.
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During the autumn of 2017 a project was carried out in which the classification and measurement of the Group’s financial instruments were discussed and analyzed. On completion
of the analysis, the Group determined that the new rules for classification and measurement
will not have a material effect on the Group’s financial position at the transition time. This is
because the regulations will not change the valuation of financial instruments included in
the consolidated balance sheet at this time.
IFRS 9 introduces a new impairment model based on expected credit losses, rather than incurred credit losses, and takes forward-looking information into account. During the autumn,
the Group analyzed the impact of introducing a new model for calculating the provisions for
expected customer losses, which also includes accounts receivable where no loss event has
occurred. As of the closing date, the Group has not reported any significant sales and therefore no significant credit risks for accounts receivable. The conclusion of the analysis was
that the introduction of a new impairment model will not affect the Group’s accounting and
financial statements during the transition to IFRS 9. The Group does not apply hedge accounting in accordance with IAS 39, so the new rules in IFRS 9 governing hedge accounting
will not impact the Group during the transition.
IFRS 15 “Revenue from Contracts with Customers” regulates how revenue should be reported. The policies on which IFRS 15 is based provide the user of financial statements with more
useful information regarding the Company’s revenues. The extended duty of disclosure
means that information must be disclosed about revenue types, timing of regulation, uncertainties linked to revenue recognition, and cash flow attributable to the Company’s customer
contracts. Revenues must be reported in accordance with IFRS 15 when the customer obtains control of the sold item or service and is able to use and receive the benefit from the
item or services. IFRS 15 replaces IAS 18 Revenue and IAS 11 Construction Contracts and the
pertinent SIC and IFRIC. IFRS 15 is effective from January 1, 2018, with earlier application
permitted. In 2017 the Group analyzed the effects that this standard may have on the
Group’s results and financial position. On completion of the analysis, the Group determined
that the new rules for classification and measurement will not have a material effect on the
Group’s financial position at the transition time, as the Group still only has limited revenues
from external customers. The Group will apply IFRS 15 from January 1, 2018 and following
analysis confirms that there will be no translation effects for the comparison year 2017.
IFRS 16 “Leases”. In January 2016, the IASB published a new leasing standard that will replace IAS 17 Leases and related interpretations, IFRIC 4, SIC-15 and SIC-27. The standard
requires that assets and liabilities relating to all lease agreements, with some exceptions, are
recognized in the balance sheet. This recognition is based on the view that the lessee has a
right to use an asset for a specific period of time and at the same time an obligation to pay
for this right. The recognition for the lessor will essentially remain unchanged. The standard
will apply for financial years beginning January 1, 2019 or later, with earlier application
permitted. In 2017 the Group started work on analyzing the effects that this standard may
have on the Group’s results and financial position. The Group has performed an initial analysis in order to identify the areas where there may be a potential difference and this forms
the basis for the continued implementation work in 2018. According to the Group’s preliminary assessment, IFRS 16 means that the Group’s rental leases for premises will be recognized in the balance sheet as rights to use an asset. Corresponding amounts will initially be
recognized as financial liabilities.
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None of the other IFRS or IFRIC interpretations that have not yet entered into force are expected to have any material impact on the Group.

1.2. Consolidated financial statements.
1.2.2. Basic accounting policies Subsidiaries
Subsidiaries are all companies over which the Group has a controlling influence. The Group
controls a company when it is exposed or entitled to a variable return from its holdings in the
Company and is able to influence the return through its influence over the Company. Subsidiaries are included in the consolidated financial statements as of the date on which the
controlling influence is transferred to the Group. They are excluded from the consolidated
financial statements as of the date on which the controlling influence ceases.
The purchase method is used for reporting the Group’s business combinations. The purchase
price for the acquisition of a subsidiary is the fair value of the transferred assets, the liabilities assumed by the Group to the former owners of the acquired company, and the shares
issued by the Group. The purchase price also includes the fair value of all the liabilities that
result from a contingent purchase price agreement. Identifiable assets acquired and liabilities assumed in a business combination are measured initially at their fair values on the acquisition date. For each acquisition (i.e. acquisition by acquisition) the Group determines
whether its holdings in the acquired company that do not confer control are reported at fair
value or as their proportional share of the recognized value of the acquired company’s identifiable net assets
Acquisition-related costs are expensed as they occur. Goodwill is initially measured as the
amount by which the total purchase price and any fair value of non-controlling interests at
the date of acquisition exceeds the fair value of identifiable net assets acquired. If the purchase price is lower than the fair value of the acquired company’s net assets, the difference
is recorded directly in the income statement.
Intra-Group transactions, balance sheet items, and revenue and expenses from transactions
between Group companies are eliminated. Gains and losses resulting from intra-Group
transactions that are recognized in assets are also eliminated. Where applicable, the accounting policies of subsidiaries have been amended to guarantee a consistent application
of the Group’s principles.

Associated companies.
Associated companies are all companies in which the Group has a significant, but not controlling, influence, which generally applies to shareholdings comprising between 20% and
50% of the votes. Holdings in associated companies are recognized according to the equity
method. In accordance with the equity method, holdings in
associated companies are initially recognized at cost in the consolidated balance sheet. The
carrying amount is subsequently increased or decreased to reflect the Group’s share of the
profit from its associated companies after the acquisition date. The Group’s share of profit is
included in consolidated profit. Dividends from associated companies are recognized as a
reduction in the carrying amount of the investment.
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When the Group’s share of losses in an associated company is the same amount as or exceeds the holding in this associated company (including all long-term receivables that in
reality comprise part of the Group’s net investment in this associated company), the Group
no longer recognizes any additional losses unless the Group has undertaken to pay or made
payments on behalf of the associated company.
Unrealized gains on transactions between the Group and its associated company are
eliminated in relation to the Group’s holding in the associated company. Unrealized losses
are also eliminated, unless the
transaction constitutes an indication of an impairment requirement in the transferred asset.
The accounting policies for associated companies have been adjusted, where applicable, to
ensure consistency with the Group’s accounting policies.

1.3. Translation of foreign currency.
Functional currency and reporting currency.
The different units of the Group, where such exist, have the local currency as their functional
currency, as the local currency has been defined as the currency used in the primary economic environment in which the unit mainly operates. Swedish krona (SEK), the functional
currency of the Parent Company and the reporting currency of the Group, is used in the
consolidated financial statements.

Transactions and balance sheet items.
Transactions in foreign currencies are translated to the functional currency at the exchange
rates that apply on the transaction date. Foreign exchange gains and losses arising from
payment of such transactions and upon translation of monetary assets and liabilities in foreign currencies at closing date rates are recognized in the statement of comprehensive income.
Foreign exchange gains and losses relating to loans and cash and cash equivalents are recognized as financial income or financial expenses in the statement of comprehensive income. All other foreign exchange gains and losses are recognized in the items “Other operating costs” and “Other operating income” respectively in the statement of comprehensive
income.

1.4. Revenue recognition.
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or that will be received,
and is equivalent to the amounts received for goods sold less discounts and value-added tax.
The Group recognizes revenue when the amount can be measured reliably, it is probable
that future economic benefits will accrue to the Company and specific criteria have been
met for each of the Group’s activities as described below.

Sale of services.
The Group provides services in the form of consultancy services in the field of development.
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When the outcome of an assignment cannot be calculated reliably, only the amount
corresponding to the accrued assignment costs that will probably be paid by the client is
recognized as revenue. When it is not probable that the assignment costs incurred will be
recovered from the client, revenue is not recognized and the costs incurred are recognized
as costs.
For consulting assignments for work in progress, revenue is recognized in the period when
the services are rendered.

interest revenue;
Interest income is recognized using the effective interest method.

1.5. Leasing.
The Group is a lessee (office premises and vehicles), but in 2016 and 2017 it was not a lessor.
Leasing whereby a significant part of the risks and benefits of ownership is retained by the
lessor is classified as operational leasing (office premises). Payments made during the lease
term (after the deduction of any incentives from the lessor) are carried as an expense in the
statement of comprehensive income on a straight-line basis over the period of the lease.
Leases of property, plant and equipment where the Group has substantially all the financial
risks and rewards of ownership are classified as financial leases (vehicles). Financial leases
are capitalized at the start of the lease at the lower of the fair value of the leased property
and the present value of the minimum lease payments. The corresponding payment liabilities, less financial expenses, are included in the balance sheet item “Liabilities financial leases” (long-term and current). Each lease payment is distributed between the interest and
amortization of the liability. The interest is recognized in the statement of comprehensive
income distributed throughout the term of the lease in order for each reporting period to be
charged with an amount corresponding to a fixed interest rate for the reported liability during the period. Assets held under financial leases are depreciated over their useful life, or
during the shorter of the useful life and the lease term, unless it can be reasonably determined that the ownership will be transferred to the lessee at the end of the lease period.
Leasing revenue from operating leasing where the Group is the lessor is recognized as revenue in the statement of comprehensive income on a straight-line basis over the term of the
lease.

1.6. Remuneration to employees.
Short-term remuneration of employees.
Liabilities for salaries and remuneration, including non-monetary benefits and paid leave,
which are expected to be settled within 12 months of the end of the financial year, are recognized as current liabilities at the undiscounted amount expected to be paid when the liabilities are settled. The expense is recognized as the services are rendered by the employees.
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The liabilities are recognized as an obligation regarding remuneration to employees in the
statement of financial position.

Remuneration after concluded employment.
The Group companies only have defined contribution pension plans. A defined contribution
pension plan is a pension plan under which the Group pays fixed contributions into a separate
legal entity. The Group has no legal or informal obligations to pay
further contributions if this legal entity does not have sufficient assets to pay all employee
benefits associated with the employees’ service in current or prior periods. The contributions
are recognized as a cost in the profit and loss for the year at the rate they are earned by
employees providing service to the Company during the period.

1.7. Current and deferred income tax.
The tax expense for the period comprises current and deferred tax. Tax is reported in the income statement, except when the tax refers to items reported in other comprehensive income
or directly in equity. In that case the tax is also reported in other comprehensive income and
equity respectively
Current tax is calculated on the taxable profit the period at the applicable tax rate. The current tax expense is calculated on the basis of the tax regulations enacted or substantively
enacted at the balance sheet date in the countries where the Parent Company and its subsidiaries operate and generate taxable income. Management regularly evaluates positions
taken in tax returns with respect to situations in which applicable tax regulations are subject
to interpretation. When deemed appropriate, provisions are made for amounts expected to
be paid to the tax authorities.
Deferred tax is recognized on all temporary differences arising between the taxable value of
assets and liabilities and their reported values in the consolidated financial statements.
However, deferred tax is not recognized if it arises from the initial recognition of goodwill.
Nor is deferred tax recognized if it arises as a result of a transaction that constitutes the initial
recognition of an asset or liability in a business acquisition that, at the time of the transaction, affects neither the accounting nor the taxable profit. Deferred tax is calculated applying tax rates (and legislation) determined or announced at the balance sheet date and
which are expected to apply when the deferred tax assets in question are realized or the deferred tax liability is settled.
Deferred tax assets are recognized to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profit
will be available against which temporary differences can be utilized. The Group’s tax assets
amounted to SEK 17.4 million as of December 31 2017. For precautionary purposes, these
are not recognized as assets in the balance sheet, as there is uncertainty over the time frame
in which they may be expected to be used.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when there is a legal right to offset current tax
assets and tax liabilities, and when the deferred tax assets and tax liabilities relate to taxes
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charged by the same tax authority and relate to either the same tax subject or a different tax
subject and there is an intention to settle the balances through net payments.

1.8. Intangible assets.
Capitalized expenditure for development work.
Development costs that are directly attributable to the development of Actiste and other development costs related to Actiste or otherwise, are recognized as intangible assets when the
following criteria are met:
•
•
•
•

•

it is technically feasible to complete the products so that they are ready for use;
it is technically feasible to complete them so that they will be available for use or for sale;
the conditions are in place to use or sell them;
it can be shown they will generate probable future financial benefits, and that adequate
technical, financial and other resources to complete the development and to use or sell
them are available;
the expenditure attributable to them during their development can be reliably measured.

Directly attributable costs that are capitalized as part of the development work for Actiste
include costs for employees and fees for external consultants.
Other development expenditures that do not meet these criteria are recognized as an expense as they are incurred. Development costs that have been previously expensed are not
capitalized in subsequent periods.
Capitalized development expenditure is recognized as intangible assets and amortization
takes place from the time when the asset is ready to be used.
The need for the impairment of development expenses is tested on the basis of future benefit.
Sensitivity analyses are carried out of the calculation of value in use in conjunction with impairment testing. Further information can be found in notes 4 and 11.

Patents.
Patents that have been acquired separately are recognized at the acquisition cost. Patents
carry a fixed useful life and are recognized at the acquisition cost less accumulated amortization and impairment. Patents are amortized from the time that they start to be used.

Trademarks.
Trademarks that have been acquired separately are recognized at the acquisition cost.
Trademarks are assumed to have a fixed useful life and are recognized at the acquisition
cost less accumulated amortization.
The useful lives for the Group’s intangible assets are assessed on a case by case basis,
based on their estimated life;
primarily within the time periods given below.
Capitalized expenditure for development work
Patents
Trademarks

10 years
10-20 years
10 years
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1.9. Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment is recognized at cost less accumulated depreciation as well
as any impairment loss. The acquisition cost includes costs directly attributable to the acquisition of the asset and to put it in place and in the right condition for the use for which it
was acquired.
Additional expenses are added to the carrying amount of the asset or recognized as a separate asset, as appropriate, only when it is probable that the future economic benefits associated with the asset will accrue to the Group and the cost
of the asset can be reliably measured. The carrying amount of a replaced part is
removed from the statement of financial position. All other forms of repairs and maintenance
are
recognized as expenses in the statement of comprehensive income in the period in which
they are incurred.
Depreciation is carried out on a straight-line basis over the estimated period of use, after
deducting the estimated residual value of the asset. For property, plant and equipment that
are held through financial leases, depreciation is carried out over the shortest of the useful
life or the term of the lease.
The useful lives are as follows:
Equipment, tools and installations

3-5 years

The assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if necessary, at the
end of each reporting period.
An asset’s carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset’s carrying amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount.
Gains and losses on disposals of property, plant and equipment are determined by comparing the proceeds with the carrying amount and are recognized within “Other operating income” and “Other operating expenses” in the statement of comprehensive income.

1.10. Impairments of non-financial assets.
Intangible assets that have an indefinite useful life (goodwill) or intangible assets not ready
to use (capitalized expenditure for development work) are not subject to amortization and
are tested annually for impairment. Assets that are subject to amortization are reviewed for
impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount
may not be recoverable. An impairment loss is recognized for the amount by which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is the higher
of an asset’s fair value less costs of disposal and value in use. For the purposes of assessing
impairment, assets are grouped at the lowest levels for which there are largely independent
cash inflows (cash-generating units). Prior impairments of assets (other than goodwill) are
reviewed for possible reversal at each reporting date.
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1.11. Financial instruments – general.
Financial instruments are included in various balance sheet items and are described below.

a. Classification.
The Group classifies its financial assets and liabilities in the following categories: loan receivables and accounts receivable, and other financial liabilities. The classification depends
on the purpose for which the financial asset or liability was acquired.

loans and receivables;
Loan receivables and accounts receivable are financial assets that do not constitute a derivative, that have fixed payments or payments that can be determined, and that are not
listed on an active market. They are included in current assets, with the
exception of items maturing later than 12 months from the balance sheet date, which are
classified as fixed assets.
The Group’s “loan receivables and accounts receivables” consist of deposits, accounts receivables, other current receivables, accrued income, and cash and cash equivalents.

Other long-term securities.
Other long-term securities holdings are made up of unquoted shares. The investment is classified as financial assets available for sale when they do not have fixed maturity dates and
fixed payments or payments that can be determined, and when the management intends to
keep them in the medium to long-term. Financial assets are recognized as financial assets
unless they mature within 12 months, or the management intends to dispose of them within
12 months of the end of the reporting period.

Other financial liabilities.
Convertible loans (liability increment), accounts payable, other current liabilities and accrued expenses that are financial instruments are classified as other financial liabilities.

b. Recognition and measurement.
Financial instruments are initially recognized at fair value plus transaction costs. This applies to all financial assets that are not recognized at fair value in the income statement.
Financial assets are removed from the statement of financial position when the right to receive cash flows from the instrument has expired or been transferred and the Group has
transferred virtually all risks and benefits associated with the ownership. Financial liabilities
are removed from the statement of financial position when the obligation in the agreement
has been fulfilled or has otherwise expired.
Loan receivables and accounts receivable, as well as other financial liabilities, are recognized after the time of acquisition at amortized cost using the effective interest method.

c. Offsetting financial instruments.
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and recognized net in the statement of financial
position, only when there is a legal right to offset the recognized amounts and the intention
is to settle them as a net amount or simultaneously realize the asset and settle the liability.
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1.11.1 Impairment of financial instruments.
Assets recognized at amortized cost.
At the end of each reporting period, the Group assesses whether there is objective evidence
of a need for the impairment of a financial asset or group of financial assets. A financial
asset or group of financial assets requires impairment and is written down only if there is
objective evidence of a need for impairment as a result of one or more events occurring after
the initial recognition of the asset
and where this event has an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial asset
or group of financial assets that can be estimated reliably.
The impairment is calculated as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the
present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the financial asset’s original effective interest rate. The asset’s carrying amount is written down and the impairment
amount is recognized in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income under “Other
external costs”. If the need for impairment reduces in a subsequent
period and this reduction can be objectively related to an event occurring after the impairment was recognized, the previously recognized impairment is reversed in the consolidated
statement of comprehensive income under the item “Other external costs”.

1.12. Inventories.
Inventories are recognized at the lower of acquisition cost and net realizable value, whereby
the FIFO principle is applied. The net realizable value is the estimated selling price in the ongoing course of business, less applicable variable selling expenses. The acquisition cost for
work in progress comprises materials, direct pay and other direct expenses. Borrowing costs
are not included.

1.13. Trade debtors.
Accounts receivable are financial instruments that consist of amounts due from customers
for goods and services sold in the operating activities. If payment is expected within one
year or less, they are classified as current assets If not, they are recognized as assets.
Accounts receivable are reported initially at fair value and subsequently at amortized cost
using the effective interest method, less provision for impairment.

1.14. Cash and cash equivalents.
Cash and cash equivalents includes, both in the statement of financial position and in the
statement of cash flows, cash in hand and bank deposits.

1.15. Share capital
Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Transaction costs that are directly attributable to
the issue of new ordinary shares are recognized,
net after tax, in equity as a deduction from the issue proceeds.
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1.16. Borrowing.
Borrowing is recognized initially at fair value, net of
transaction costs. Borrowing is subsequently recognized at amortized cost and any difference between the amount received (net of transaction costs) and the amount repayable is
recognized in the statement of comprehensive income over the term of the loan by applying
the effective interest method.
This liability is classified as a current liability in the statement of financial position unless the
Group has an unconditional right to postpone payment of the debt for at least 12 months
after the end of the reporting period.
Borrowing is removed from the statement of financial position when obligations have been
settled, annulled or has otherwise expired. The difference between the carrying amount of a
financial liability (or a portion of a financial liability) that has been extinguished or transferred to another party and the compensation that has been paid, including transfers of
assets that are not cash or assumed liabilities, is recognized in profit or loss for the period.
The combined instruments issued by the Group comprise convertible debt instruments that
the holder can have converted into shares and where the number of shares to be issued does
not vary with changes in the fair value.
The fair value of the liability increment of a convertible debt instrument is calculated using a
discount interest rate that comprises the market interest rate of a debt with the same terms
but without the right to be converted into shares. The amount is recognized as a liability at
amortized cost up until the time that the debt is converted or expires. The right to be converted into shares is initially recognized as the difference between the fair value of the entire
combined financial instrument and the fair value of the liability increment. This is recognized
in equity net after tax. Any directly attributable transaction costs are allocated to the respective liability and equity components in proportion to their initial carrying amounts.

1.17. Borrowing expenses.
Borrowing costs are recognized as expenses in the period in which they are incurred. The
Group does not have any qualifying assets that would require borrowing expenses to be
capitalized, i.e. assets that necessarily take a significant amount of time to complete for their
intended use or sale.

1.18. Trade payables
Accounts payable are a financial instrument and relate to obligations to pay for goods and
services acquired in operating activities from suppliers. If payment is expected to be made
within one year, they are classified as current liabilities, if not they are recognized as longterm liabilities.

1.19. Cash flow statement.
The cash flow statement is prepared using the indirect method. The recognized cash flow
only comprises transactions which result in payment inflows and outflows.
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1.20. Earnings per share.
Earnings per share before dilution.
Earnings per share before dilution is calculated by dividing:
•
•

profit attributable to the Parent Company’s shareholders
with a weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding during the period, adjusted for the bonus issue element of shares issued during the year and excluding repurchased shares held in treasury by the Parent Company.

Earnings per share after dilution.
When calculating earnings per share after dilution, amounts used for calculating earnings
per share before dilution are adjusted by taking into account:
•
•

the effect, after tax, of dividends and interest expenses on potential shares, and
the weighted average number of the additional shares that would have been outstanding following the conversion of all potential shares.

1.21. Dividend in kind – shares in associated companies.
The distribution of shares in the associated company Camanio Care to Brighter’s shareholders has been carried out in accordance with IFRIC 17. This has meant that the value of
the shares associated with the distribution were revalued to their fair value in the income
statement and the distribution recognized as a debt to the shareholders at fair value.

Note 2 General information.
Brighter AB (publ.) corporate registration number 556736-8591 is a Parent Company registered in Sweden, with its registered office in Stockholm, at Norgegatan 2, SE-164 32 Kista,
Sweden. The business was carried on at this address in 2017. Brighter develops technical
and digital medical devices with a primary area of application in the treatment of diabetes.
Brighter AB (publ) has a wholly owned subsidiary, Brighter One AB, the only function of
which is to hold options as part of the external financing of the Company and as part of the
incentive scheme. The Group has an associated company, Camanio Care, listed on the Aktietorget exchange. Brighter’s share of ownership was 26.51% at year end 2017.
The company is listed on NASDAQ First North/BRIG.
The figures in the annual report are reported in SEK thousands unless otherwise stated.
The balance sheet and income statement will be presented at the Annual General Meeting on
May 16 2018.

Note 3 Risks associated with the sector and the business.
Brighter is a company at an early stage of commercialization.
Brighter is at an early stage of commercialization. So far, it has only generated limited sales
revenue and expects to report a loss over the next few years. This means that the Company
is far more dependent on successful development and commercialization work than an esPage 44 (72)

tablished company with established sales. If the commercialization of the Company’s products is delayed, becomes more expensive or fails, it would have a significant impact on the
Group’s operations, financial position and results. This commercialization will require considerable investment costs.

Demand and market acceptance.
It cannot be ruled out that the market will not show the level of demand for Brighter’s products and services that is needed for the Company’s expected sales growth and pricing, and
other expectations to be met. There is also a risk that the market reception for Brighter’s
products or services could be negative, which could prevent the Company from becoming a
profitable enterprise. There is a risk that the Company’s commercialization will not be successful, for example, because of unfavorable results from ongoing studies or if the Company’s product is not accepted in new markets.
If Brighter’s commercialization fails either completely or in part, this could have a significant
adverse impact on the Company’s operations, financial position and results.

Regulatory environment and official approval.
Brighter’s Actiste is classed as a medical device from a regulatory perspective. Medical devices are subject to extensive regulation around the world and the Company is monitored by
authorities. Medical devices are subject to extensive regulations, with regulatory requirements covering all parts of the Company’s operations. The costs involved in observing regulations, requirements and guidelines can be considerable, and failure to comply with requirements can result in sanctions, for examples, fines, product confiscation or recalls, partsuspension of production and prosecution. The Company may also have problems retaining
the permits and approvals that the Company has. If any of these risks occurred, it could result in higher costs, the delayed commercialization of products, and a limited ability to generate revenue and achieve profitability, which could have a significant adverse impact on
the Company’s operations, results and financial position.

Risks related to the regulatory process for launching products on the
market.
Brighter carries out research and development. Brighter follows strict quality, documentation
and risk management requirements, and has its own organization and process in place to
deal with this as effectively as possible. Brighter follows ISO 13485.
Actiste is currently involved in a CE marking process and may only be marketed for use
when this process is complete. If Actiste does not pass the tests involved in CE labeling, either completely or in part, this could delay the time when the product can be sold to the
market, and it could have a significant adverse impact on the Company’s operations, financial position and results.
Brighter intends to further extend the area of application of Actiste for use against other
chronic diseases in addition to diabetes, which would require the Company to extend the
scope of the marketing approvals that it has received. The Company is also planning to
launch new products in the future, which will require the Company to obtain new product
and marketing approvals.
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The process for obtaining product and marketing approvals is costly and time-consuming,
and it is difficult to predict the results of an application and the time when an approval may
be obtained. Every authority can set their own requirements and require additional information before issuing an approval, even if authorities in other jurisdictions have already
issued approvals. Approval processes can also change as a result of new regulations or new
interpretations of existing regulations, which risks incurring higher costs or a delayed market
entry for current products within new indications, or for future products. There is also a risk
that applications for extended or future product and marketing approvals will not be approved.
If Brighter has any problems obtaining new permits, or if the process for obtaining approvals
is substantially delayed or becomes much more expensive, it could have a significant adverse impact on̊ Brighter’s operations, results and financial position.

Remuneration system and commercialization.
One key requirement for widespread use of the Company’s products in some markets can be
that the people who use the Company’s products receive remuneration from national and
private insurance systems. There is a risk that the Company’s products will not be able to
achieve or maintain the requirements that are placed in order to receive remuneration from
national insurance systems in the various markets in which Brighter operates. There is also a
risk that the level of remuneration from these national insurance systems will not be high
enough, and that the systems will not pay this remuneration within a specific period of time.
Every market has its own process for cost remuneration, and the amount of data and the
time it takes to receive this can vary.
If no remuneration is received from the insurance systems in some markets, this could have
an adverse impact on future sales growth and therefore the Company’s operations, results
and financial position.
Brighter’s operations are based on a high percentage of the Company’s future sales taking
place outside Sweden. International expansion is linked with uncertainty, placing major demands on the organization and resources. There are considerable costs associated with establishing the Company’s own local sales companies, if this is determined to be the correct
strategy.

Patents and other intellectual property rights and their protection.
Brighter is dependent on the ability to register and maintain patents, and to protect other
intellectual property rights and specific knowledge. Brighter continually applies for patents
and brand protection for the method and the products that the Company is developing on
selected markets, if it deems this to be important for the future development of the Company. There is a risk that current or future patent applications will not result in approved patents.
There is always a risk that Brighter’s competitors may infringe on the Company’s patents,
either intentionally or otherwise. If required, the Company will protect its patents and other
intellectual property rights through legal processes. However, there is a risk that Brighter will
not be able to fully enforce its rights in legal proceedings. This would then have a significant
adverse impact on the Company’s operations, results and financial position.
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There is also a risk that Brighter may unintentionally infringe the patents and/or intellectual
property rights of others. In addition to this, there is a risk that Brighter may be taken to
court by competitors for alleged infringement of the patents or other rights of the competitors. Infringement disputes, as with disputes in general, can be costly and time-consuming,
and can therefore have a significant adverse impact on the Company’s operations, results
and financial position.
The industry in which Brighter works is also characterized by rapid technological development. This means that there is always a risk of new technologies and products being developed that bypass or replace the Company’s current and future patents or other intellectual
property rights.
Brighter is also dependent on know-how and trade secrets. The company strives to protect
this information, inter alia, through confidentiality agreements with employees, consultants
and partners. However, it is impossible to fully protect the Company against the unauthorized dissemination of information, which risks competitors discovering and benefiting from
the know-how that has been developed by Brighter.

Economic climate
Brighter’s sales are to a certain extent dependent on the general economic climate. Brighter’s sales development is particularly sensitive to changes in the economic climate in markets where the Company’s methods have yet to be included in the national clinical guidelines. A downturn in the economy in the markets where the Company operates could reduce
demand for the Company’s products, which could have an adverse impact on the Company’s operations, results and financial position.

Dependency on key personnel.
Brighter is highly dependent on a number of key people. Losing one or more of them could
delay the Company’s product development and commercialization of products or make this
more expensive. The company’s ability to retain and recruit qualified employees is important
to secure the level of competence in Brighter. There is a risk that the Company will not be
able to retain these key personnel, and losing any of them could have an adverse impact in
the short term on the Company’s operations, results and financial position.

Dependency on subcontractors and distributors.
Brighter is and will in the future be dependent on collaborating with other parties in the production of the Company’s products. If one or more of the Company’s suppliers were to stop
their collaboration with Brighter, or if there is disruption to production, such as delayed deliveries, delays in the automation of the manufacturing process of the electrodes, or quality
issues, this could result in problems for Brighter’s obligations to its customers. This could
damage Brighter’s reputation, resulting in a loss of customers and worse gross margins and
revenue.
Having distribution agreements for selling the Company’s products also carries the risk of
the distributor not meeting its obligations or these agreements being terminated. If an
agreement is terminated, it could result in an unforeseen drop in sales and therefore an adverse impact on the Company’s operations, results and financial position. There is also a risk
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that the distributors of the Company’s products will not show the focus needed to achieve
sufficient sales growth in the future.

Delayed launches.
Brighter is continuously working on the further development of its product offering and introducing it into new markets. Any delay in the development and marketing activities, or in
receiving regulatory approval could also delay the launch of the Company’s current and
future products. When the Company develops new products, it often does this in collaboration with other parties, which means that the performance and results of these trials, and
therefore the risk of delays, are partly outside the Company’s control. There is therefore a
risk that these kinds of delays could occur, which could have an adverse impact on Brighter’s future operations, results and financial position.

Disputes
There is a risk of the Company being involved in legal proceedings associated with its operations. These legal proceedings could concern disputes over an infringement of intellectual
property rights, the validity of certain patents and commercial disputes. It could also involve
disputes relating to people who have used the Company’s products.
Any disputes and claims can be time-consuming, disrupt day-to-day operations, involve considerable sums of money and significant issues, and incur significant expenses and affect
the Company’s operations, results and financial position.

Product liability and insurance cover.
Brighter’s operations involve developing, testing, marketing and selling medical devices,
which means that Brighter risks being forced to remedy, replace, recall or repurchase products that do not work as they should. There is a risk of the Company facing product liability
claims if a product causes injury or damage to a person or property. There is always a risk
that the Company’s current or future insurance cover will not be sufficient to cover any potential claims relating to product liability. There is therefore a risk that these claims could
have an adverse impact on Brighter’s operations, results and financial position. The Company’s insurance cover may also be insufficient, and the Company may not be fully insured
against all risks, which could have an adverse impact on Brighter’s operations, results and
financial position.

Permits and legislation.
Because Brighter’s research and development work, production and marketing are subject to
continual supervision by the authorities, there is a risk that the Company’s current permits
will not be renewed in the future under the same terms and conditions as before. There is
also a risk that future permits could be withdrawn or restricted. Changes to legislation, insurance systems or permit regulations, or the discovery of problems with a product or at a
manufacturer could therefore have an adverse impact on Brighter’s operations, results and
financial position.

New methods.
Considerable resources are currently being invested in identifying new methods of treating
diabetes, and new methods may be developed that could compete with the Company’s
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method for treating and controlling diabetes. This could impact Brighter’s operations, results
and financial position.

Competition
There are competitors in the Company’s area of business, and there is a risk of new companies being set up with more capital and a higher level of competence than Brighter. Tougher
competition could contribute to lower prices and therefore worse conditions for Brighter. This
could impact Brighter’s operations, results and financial position.

Foreign exchange risks related to transaction and translation exposure.
There is a foreign exchange risk as changes in the exchange rate can affect the Company’s
results and equity. There is exposure to foreign exchange from cash flows in a different currency to the Company’s functional currency, i.e. Swedish krona (transaction exposure). At
the moment the Group’s currency exposure relates primarily to purchases from suppliers in
EUR and USD. Negative exchange rate fluctuations in EUR and USD could therefore have an
impact on the Company’s earning capacity, results and financial position.

Credit risk.
When Brighter sells its products to its customers, there is a risk that it will not receive payment. These credit risks could result in an adverse impact on the Company’s operations, results and financial position. Brighter intends to cover such risks as far as possible using bank
guarantees or insurance solutions.

Liquidity risk.
A liquidity risk is the risk that Brighter will not be able to fulfill its financial obligations or will
be less able to conduct its operations effectively due to a shortage of cash and cash equivalents. Brighter’s liquidity is affected, inter alia, by payment terms and conditions for credit to
customers and credit from suppliers. It can also be affected by the ability to raise external
financing through a new issue or loan, as well as the ability to finance customer agreements
and customer orders. It cannot be ruled out that the Company will have a shortage of cash
and cash equivalents as a result of unknown events, which in turn could have an adverse
impact on the Company’s operations, results and financial position.

Risks associated with future capital needs.
Although the agreement with L1 Capital for SEK 100 million strengthens Brighter’s financial
position, it cannot be ruled out that the Company will require additional financing in the
future. Access to additional financing is affected by several factors such as market conditions, general access to credit, and Brighter’s credit rating and credit capacity. Also disruptions and uncertainty to the credit and capital markets can restrict access to additional capital. There is also a risk that the Company will not have sufficient income or a positive cash
flow to maintain its operations in the future. If the Company does not have access to financing on terms that are acceptable to Brighter, this could have a significant adverse impact on
the Company’s operations, financial positions and results.
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Tax risk.
Brighter AB and Brighter One AB have accumulated tax losses (loss carryforwards) from previous tax years. The Group’s opportunity to utilize such losses may be restricted, either wholly or in part, by a change in ownership that changes the controlling influence of Brighter.
There is a risk that the Swedish Tax Agency will reassess declarations from previous years,
which could result in loss carryforwards being reduced. Notification of this kind of reassessment could be made within six years of the end of the calendar year when the tax year ended. The opportunities to use loss carryforwards could also be affected by a change in legislation or legal practice.
The Group has not recorded any tax assets resulting from these losses. However, it should be
noted that the Group may need to start paying tax earlier than expected if the opportunity
to utilize accumulated deductions is restricted.

Note 4 Important estimates and assumptions for accounting purposes.
Estimate and assumptions are evaluated regularly based on historical experience and other
factors, including expectations of future events which may be deemed reasonable under
prevailing circumstances.
The Group makes estimates and assumptions about the future. The estimates for accounting
purposes that result from these will, by definition, rarely match the actual outcome. The estimates and assumptions that give rise to a material risk of significant adjustments of the
carrying amounts of assets and liabilities during the following financial year are outlined
below.

Capitalized expenditure for development work.
The value of capitalized expenditure for development work is measured continuously based
on future benefit. There is assessed to be considerable potential in this future benefit, based
on the known market conditions relating to, inter alia, the development of diabetes in the
world. Actiste is about to start its commercialization phase and in conjunction with this, the
development costs will start to be amortized/depreciated continually based on the estimated
useful life. The amortization period will start once Actiste is complete. No depreciation/amortization was carried out in 2016 or 2017.

Tax assets.
The precautionary principle has been adopted for the historic losses of the commercial activities. As of December 31, 2017, the Group had SEK 79.2 million in accumulated losses. They
have not been carried as an asset in the balance sheet, as it is unclear when the Group will
be able to use this asset as a deduction against tax on profit. The Group has SEK 17.4 million
in unutilized profit deductions to offset against future profit.
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Note 5 Other operating expenses and other operating income.
OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES SEK

2017

2016

Exchange rate losses

-32

-239

TOTAL

-32

-239

OTHER OPERATING INCOME SEK

2017

2016

Compensation received

1,282

0

Insurance compensation

120

0

1,377

0

0

3,303

292

163

0

187

3,071

3,653

< 1 year

1-3 years

Costs of operational leasing, premises

412

137

Costs of operational leasing, cars

168

406

TOTAL

580

543

Services carried out for Camanio
Net sales invoiced to customers
Exchange rate profit
Other other operating income
TOTAL

Note 6 Operational leasing.
SEK thousand

Brighter has two leased vehicles and office premises classified as operational leasing. The
contract on the office premises has been terminated and the Company will probably move
to new premises in 2018. In 2017 new contracts were signed for two leased cars. These contracts run for three years and will end in July in 2020.
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Note 7 Remuneration to employees, staff, the Board of Directors and
transactions with affiliated parties.
WAGES AND SALARIES AND REMUNERATION FOR EMPLOYEES SEK MILLION

2017

2016

Salaries, wages and other remuneration

6,045,183

5,099,414

Social security costs

1,878,274

1,552,174

775,717

554,536

8,699,174

7,206,124

Pension costs - defined contribution plans
TOTAL

WAGES AND SALARIES AND REMUNERATION FOR EMPLOYEES SEK MILLION

2017

2016

Women

5

3

Men

5

5

10

8

Average number of employees

DISTRIBUTION IN THE GROUP BY SEX FOR MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND OTHER SENIOR EXECUTIVES
(Number on the balance sheet date)
2017
2016
Total

Of which, men

Total

Of which, men

Board members

6

3

5

2

Other senior executives*

4

1

3

1

CEO

1

1

1

1

11
5
9
4
*Other senior executives refers to the COO, CFO, HDP, and QA-RA Manager. The period of notice is three months
for senior executives who are employees. No severance pay is due over and above the period of notice.

SALARIES, REMUNERATION AND FEES TO THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND SENIOR
EXECUTIVES
Basic pay,
director’s
Invoiced
Pension Consultan2016 SEK
fee
fees
costs
cy fees
Total
Chair of the Board of Directors, Gert
Westergren

133,200

0

10,368

230,400

373,968

88,800

0

0

0

88,800

133,200

0

0

0

133,200

88,800

0

0

0

88,800

0

116,700

0

0

116,700

88,800

0

0

0

88,800

CEO, Truls Sjöstedt

1,000,000

0

171,779

0

1,171,779

Other senior executives (3)

1,527,092

1,680,000

251,279

0

3,458,371

TOTAL

3,059,892

1,796,700

433,426

230,400

5,520,418

Director, Lars Flening
Vice Chair, Sara Murby Forste
Director, Afsaneh Ghatan Bauer
Member of the Board of Directors, Jan
Stålemark
Member of the Board of Directors, Petra
Kaur Ljungman
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2017 SEK
Chair of the Board of Directors, Gert
Westergren
Director, Lars Flening

Basic pay,
director’s
fee

Invoiced
fees

Pension
costs

Consultancy fees

Total

133,200

0

864

0

134,064

88,800

120,000

0

0

208,800

133,200

0

0

0

133,200

Director, Afsaneh Ghatan Bauer

88,800

84,350

0

0

173,150

Member of the Board of Directors, Petra
Kaur Ljungman

88,800

194,388

0

180,000

463,188

Member of the Board of Directors, Jan
Stålemark

51,800

48,625

0

0

100,425

Vice Chair, Sara Murby Forste

CEO, Truls Sjöstedt

1,157,832

0

242,727

0

1,400,559

Other senior executives (4)

1,289,071

1,650,000

279,828

0

3,218,899

TOTAL

3,031,503

2,097,363

523,419

180,000

5,832,285

Invoiced fees and consultancy fees 2017 relates to communication and marketing, legal
services, regulatory services and product development services.

Note 8 Auditor’s remuneration.
PWC

SEK thousand

2017

2016

168,403

185,642

81,150

0

0

0

Other services

126,100

7,200

TOTAL

375,653

192,842

Auditing services
Other statutory services
Tax advice

Note 9 Financial income and costs
SEK thousand

2017

2016

Interest income

40

15

Total financial income

40

15

Interest costs

-125

-253

Cost of capital

-1249

0

Interest costs, convertible loans

-1563

0

Total financial expenditure

-2,937

-253

Net financial items

-2,897

-238
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Note 10 Earnings per share
SEK thousand

2017

2016

-22,842

-14,730

Number of shares at end of period before dilution

64,964,545

52,010,170

Number of shares at end of period after dilution

80,188,503

57,510,170

Weighted average number of shares before dilution

56,720,397

45,857,598

Earnings per share as a weighted average before dilution

-0.40

-0.32

Earnings per share (SEK) as a weighted average after dilution

-0.40

-0.32

Profit for the period attributable 100% to the Parent Company’s shareholders

Note 11 Intangible assets.
Trade names

Patents

Development
costs

Total

Opening acquisition value 2016

240

2,628

38,821

41,689

Acquisitions

109

592

21,807

22,508

0

0

-16,954

-16,954

349

3,220

43,674

47,243

-37

-617

-2,562

-3,217

0

0

2,562

2,562

SEK thousand

Disposals
Closing acquisition value 2016
Opening depreciation 2016
Disposals
Depreciation

-28

0

0

-28

Closing depreciation 2016

-66

-617

0

-683

Closing book value 2016

283

2,603

43,674

46,560

Opening acquisition value 2017

349

3,220

43,674

47,243

0

616

29,653

30,269

349

3,836

73,327

77,512

Opening depreciation 2017

-66

-617

0

-683

Depreciation

-35

0

0

-35

Closing depreciation 2017

-101

-617

0

-718

Closing book value 2017

248

3,219

73,327

76,794

Acquisitions
Closing acquisition value 2017

The Group management deems that subscription growth, gross margin and the discount
rate are the most important assumptions in impairment testing. The calculation is based on
the 2018 budget and 2019-2022 strategic plan. The recoverable amount has been established based on calculations of the value in use. These calculations are based on estimated
future cash flows. Before tax the discount rate is 12%. Below is a list of the assumptions used
to calculate value in use.
Discount rate 12%.
Growth in subscriptions to market share levels of 1%-15% in selected markets over 5 years.
Gross margin of 40% on average in selected markets over 5 years.
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Impairment testing of balanced development costs shows that there is no need for impairment. Sensitivity analyses of the calculation of value in use have been undertaken in conjunction with impairment testing, in these the subscription growth has been reduced by 50%
in the forecast period, the gross margin has been reduced by 30%, the discount rate raised
to 17%. The sensitivity analyses showed that none of the individual adjustments generated a
need for impairment.

Note 12 Property, plant and equipment.
Ongoing new
facilities

Office inventory

Total

Opening acquisition value 2016

0

850

850

Acquisitions

0

0

00

Accumulated acquisition value 2016

0

850

850

Opening depreciation 2016

0

-365

-365

Depreciation

0

-163

-163

Closing depreciation 2016

0

-528

-528

Closing book value 2016

0

322

322

Opening acquisition value 2017

0

850

850

Acquisitions

4,527

57

4,584

Accumulated acquisition value 2017

4,527

907

5,434

Opening depreciation 2017

0

-528

-528

Depreciation

0

-167

-167

Closing depreciation 2017

0

-695

-695

4,527

211

4,738

Dec 31 2017

Dec 31 2016

757

308

0

0

757

308

SEK thousand

Closing book value 2017

Note 13 Accounts receivable.
SEK thousand
Accounts receivable from associated companies
Provision for doubtful receivables
TOTAL

At December 31 2016 overdue accounts receivable amounted to SEK 37,275 (SEK 0), but
now need for impairment was considered to exist. There were no reservations for customer
losses in 2017 or 2016.
The age analysis of these accounts receivable can be found below.
Group

Dec 31 2017

Dec 31 2016

>60 days

37

0

TOTAL

37

0
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Note 14 Other current receivables.
SEK thousand

Dec 31 2017

Dec 31 2016

Receivables Sanmina ongoing work

10,129

2,487

VAT recoverable and other tax assets

2,353

620

Other current receivables

2,523

545

15,005

3,652

Loan receivables and accounts receivable

TOTAL

308

308

Cash and cash equivalents

1,733

1,733

TOTAL

2,041

2,041

Loan receivables and accounts receivable

TOTAL

TOTAL

Note 15 Financial instruments by category.
2016 FINANCIAL ASSETS SEK THOUSAND
Accounts receivable

2017 FINANCIAL ASSETS SEK THOUSAND
Accounts receivable

757

757

Cash and cash equivalents

10,017

10,017

TOTAL

10,774

10,774

2016 FINANCIAL LIABILITIES SEK THOUSAND

Financial liabilities measured at amortized cost

TOTAL

Accounts payable

5,725

5,725

TOTAL

5,725

5,725

Financial liabilities measured at amortized cost

TOTAL

10,824

10,824

8,437

8,437

19,261

19,261

2017 FINANCIAL LIABILITIES SEK THOUSAND
Accounts payable
Convertible debt instruments
TOTAL

Note 16 Cash and cash equivalents.
Cash and cash equivalents consist of capital in Swedish krona.

Note 17 Financial risk management
2016 CONTRACTUAL TERM FOR FINANCIAL
LIABILITIES SEK THOUSAND
Accounts payable

Less than 6
months

More than 6
months

Total contractual cash
flows

Carrying
amount

5,725

0

5,725

5,725

5,725

5,725

TOTAL

Less than 6
months

More than 6
months

Total contractual cash
flows

Carrying
amount

Accounts payable

10,824

0

10,824

10,824

Borrowing

10,000

0

10,000

8,437

20,824

0

20,824

19,261

2017 CONTRACTUAL TERM FOR FINANCIAL
LIABILITIES SEK THOUSAND

TOTAL
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Note 18 Development of the share capital
Changed
amount

Total after
change

Registration
date

Number of
outstanding
shares

Conversion

9,857.61

3,248,227.26

12/28/2017

64,964,545

Conversion

10,952.90

3,238,369.65

12/18/2017

64,767,393

Conversion

10,952.90

3,227,416.75

12/13/2017

64,548,335

Conversion

10,235.40

3,216,463.85

11/24/2017

64,329,277

Conversion

11,506.30

3,206,228.45

11/17/2017

64,124,569

Conversion

1,569.00

3,194,722.15

11/17/2017

63,894,443

Change

Subscription of options

66,609.90

3,193,153.15

11/13/2017

63,863,063

Conversion

6,038.60

3,126,543.25

10/12/2017

62,530,865

Conversion

83,815.00

3,120,504.65

10/2/2017

62,410,093

Conversion

2,890.15

3,036,689.65

10/2/2017

60,733,793

Conversion

8,064.50

3,033,799.50

9/12/2017

60,675,990

Conversion

46,082.90

3,025,735.00

9/11/2017

60,514,700

Conversion

46,082.90

2,979,652.10

9/1/2017

59,593,042

Conversion

43,209.80

2,933,569.20

8/23/2017

58,671,384

Conversion

24,691.35

2,890,359.40

8/15/2017

57,807,188

Conversion

18,518.50

2,865,668.05

8/15/2017

57,313,361

New share issue

80,000.00

2,847,149.55

8/9/2017

56,942,991

Conversion

24,691.35

2,767,149.55

8/3/2017

55,342,991

Conversion

11,520.70

2,742,458.20

7/25/2017

54,849,164

Conversion

23,041.45

2,730,937.50

7/19/2017

54,618,750

Subscription of options

11,135.85

2,707,896.05

7/14/2017

54,157,921

Conversion

21459.20

2,696,760.20

7/10/2017

53,935,204

Conversion

21,459.20

2,675,301.00

6/16/2017

53,506,020

Conversion

33,333.30

2,653,841.80

5/18/2017

53,076,836

Conversion

20,000.00

2,620,508.50

5/12/2017

52,410,170

Opening balance 2017

2,600,508.50
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52,010,170

Note 19 The share and ownership structure.
The share capital in Brighter AB consists of 64,964,545 shares. All shares are of the same
class, entitled to one vote per share and entitled to the same share in the Company’s assets
and profit. The quota value of the share is SEK 0.05 per share. All shares are fully paid and
no shares are reserved for transfer. No shares are held by the company itself or its subsidiaries. The Company gas 5,796 registered shareholders (including trustees).
Name

Number of
shares

Voting share

1

Insurance Company – Avanza Pension

7,791,034

12.0%

2

Truls Sjöstedt

6,117,117

9.4%

3

Ålandsbanken AB, W8IMY

3,683,818

5.7%

4

Ålandsbanken on behalf of the owner

1,904,437

2.9%

5

Jonas Metzger

1,083,519

1.7%

6

Minh Nguyen

1,010,725

1.6%

7

Robert Mellin

898,835

1.4%

8

Nordnet Pensionsförsäkrings AB

793,433

1.2%

9

Henrik Norström

675,114

1.0%

10

Swedbank Försäkring

616,427

0.9%

24,574,459

37.8%

Other owners:

40,390,086

62.2%

Total number of outstanding shares as of 12/31/2017:

64,964,545

Brighter has issued options as part of the financing by L1 Capital, and as an incentive to key
personnel. On December 31 2017 there were 19,987,435 share warrants issued and subscribed that had not been utilized for subscribing for shares. An option confers the right to
subscribe for one new share at a specific share price on a specific subscription date.

Share warrants
Share warrants in series TO3

Share price

Subscription period

Number of outstanding subscribed

SEK 4.00

April 25 2017 - April 24 2020

5,312,501

Share warrants in series TO4

SEK 6.01

September 8 2017- September
8 2020

7,571,457

Share warrants Series I 2014/2017

SEK 23.60

May 31 2018 – Sept 30 2018

62,000

Share warrants Series II 2014/2017

SEK 23.60

May 31 2018 – Sept 30 2018

779,477

Share warrants Series I 2015/2018

SEK 12.10

May 31 2018 – Sept 30 2018

290,000

Share warrants Series II 2015/2018

SEK 12.10

May 31 2018 – Sept 30 2018

1,530,000

Share warrants Series I 2016/2019

SEK 8.22

May 31 2019 – Sept 30 2019

340,000

Share warrants Series II 2016/2019

SEK 8.22

May 31 2019 – Sept 30 2019

2,000,000

Share warrants Series I 2017/2020

SEK 22.62

May 31 2020 – Sept 30 2020

496,000

Share warrants Series II 2017/2020

SEK 22.62

May 31 2020 – Sept 30 2020

1,606,000

Total number of outstanding options as of 12/31/2017:
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19,987,435

Holders of share warrants
2015/2018
series I&II

2016/2019
series I&II

2017/2020
series I&II

Number of
outstanding subscribed

TO3

TO4

2014/2017
series I&II

CEO

0

411,481

396,644

520,000

320,000

300,000

1,948,125

0

45,697

355,533

630,000

800,000

450,000

2,281,230

Henrik Norström

Manage
agement

Åsa Hallin
Dahlberg

Manage
agement

0

0

0

230,000

405,930

100,000

735,930

Petra Kaur
Ljungman

Manage
agement

1,051

2,316

12,500

0

0

174,000

189,867

Ann Zetterberg
Littorin

Manage
agement

0

1,000

0

0

0

400,000

401,000

Nadezda
Ershova

Manage
agement

841

805

18,000

0

0

0

19,646

0

6,389

37,000

110,000

100,000

124,000

377,389

Gert Westergren

Board
of Directors

Sara Murby
Forste

Board
of Directors

0

1,862

12,500

70,000

100,000

124,000

308,362

Lars Flening

Board
of Directors

0

8,585

0

0

0

0

8,585

Afsaneh Ghatan
Bauer

Board
of Directors

0

0

0

70,000

70,000

0

140,000

Jan Stålemark

Board
of Directors

0

0

0

70,000

70,000

124,000

264,000

5,310,609

7,093,322

9,300

120,000

166,000

306,000

13 519231

5,312,501

7 571457

841,477

1,820,000

2,340,000

2,102,000

19 987435

Truls Sjöstedt

Other

Note 20 Specification of shares in associated companies
Camanio Care AB, corporate registration number 556761-0307, with its registered office in
Stockholm

Capital share

Share of voting
rights

Number of
shares owned by
Brighter

Total number of
shares

2016

0.4695

0.4695

4,843,110

10,315,592

0

2017

0.2651

0.2651

4,126,236

15,565,451

-4,449

SEK thousand
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Share of earnings

A Camanio share was worth SEK 2.53 kronor on December 29 2017. This gives a market value of SEK 10,439,377 to Brighter’s shares in Camanio Care. Camanio Care is an associated
company valued according to the equity method. The company is registered in Sweden and
operates in Sweden.
SEK thousand

Dec 31 2017

Dec 31 2016

Participation

26.51%

46.95%

Noted price/Fair value

10,439

15,114

2,965

15,114

Camanio Care

Carrying amount
Balance sheet summary - Camanio Care Group SEK thousand

Dec 31 2017

Dec 31 2016

16,459

17,519

9,514

12,048

Total Assets

25,973

29,567

Equity

15,769

22,398

697

883

Long-term liabilities

1,274

2,445

Current liabilities

8,233

3,841

25,973

29,567

Dec 31 2017

Dec 31 2016

Income

7,279

3,153

Depreciation

-2,606

-1,046

0

12

Interest costs

-133

-128

Deferred tax

151

46

-16,784

-4,131

Dec 31 2017

Dec 31 2016

Fixed assets
Current assets

Deferred tax liability

Total equity and liabilities

Total result summary - Camanio Care Group SEK thousand

Interest income

Financial result for the period

Note 21 Borrowing and net liabilities
SEK thousand
Short-term
Liabilities relating to convertible debt instruments*

8,437

0

Total borrowing

8,437

0

Cash and cash equivalents

10,017

1,733

Net debt interest-bearing liabilities

-1,580

-1,733

Equity

87,389

52,543

-1.8%

-3.3%

Debt to equity ratio

*The nominal amount related to convertible debt instruments was SEK 10 million on December 31 2017.
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Convertible debt instruments
On April 25, 2017 Brighter signed an agreement for an investment of up to SEK 100 million.
This capital will be used for the production and launch of Actiste. This transaction involves
the issuance of convertible bonds with associated warrants in up to eight stages, known as
tranches, over a period of 36 months. The tranches are subscribed by a fund managed by L1
Capital Pty, Ltd, which is a fund manager based in Melbourne, Australia. When the convertible bonds are issued, Brighter also issues free warrants to existing shareholders, to protect
them against dilution. The shareholders’ warrants have the same characteristics as those of
the investor.
The terms and conditions for the convertible bonds and the warrants are available on
Brighter’s website, which also contains updates on the status of the convertible bonds and
warrants within the framework of the L1 Capital agreement.
The remaining exercise periods for the warrants in warrant program TO3 are as follows:
April 11 2018 up to and including April 25 2018;
October 11 2018 up to and including October 25 2018;
April 11 2019 up to and including April 25 2019;
October 11 2019 up to and including October 25 2019;
April 10 2020 up to and including April 24 2020.
The remaining exercise periods for the warrants in warrant program TO4 are as follows:
August 25 2018 up to and including September 8 2018;
February 22 2019 up to and including March 8 2019;
August 25 2019 up to and including September 8 2019;
February 22 2020 up to and including March 8 2020;
August 25 2020 up to and including September 8 2020.
The convertible bonds:
The principle amount per convertible bond is SEK 100,000. The convertible bonds are interest-free. The term is 18 months
The conversion price is discounted 6% over the reference price. The reference price is the
lowest daily volume weighted average price (VWAP) over the past 15 trading days.
Brighter is entitled to choose between repaying with cash and converting to shares. As of
December 31, 2017, SEK 60 million of the SEK 100 million had been utilized.
The warrants:
Their maturity is three (3) years. The strike price is the reference price of the tranche plus
30%. TO3 has a strike price of SEK 4 per share, while TO4 has a strike price of SEK 6.01 per
share.
Tranche structure:
The issuance of tranches is at Brighter’s discretion. The tranche’s reference price is the lowest daily volume weighted average price (VWAP) over the past 15 trading days. The number
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of convertible bonds per tranche is the tranche amount divided by 100,000. The number of
warrants per tranche to the investor is the tranche amount divided by (strike price multiplied
by two). As close as possible to 130% of warrants are issued to Brighter’s shareholders per
tranche as a protection mechanism against dilution.
The convertible bonds are discounted during the accounting process. This discounting is
based on an assessment of what rate would be received for an equivalent loan without the
security of today’s market. This has been assessed as being 12%.

Note 22 Items not affecting cash flow
SEK thousand

2017

Depreciation on intangible assets
Depreciation on tangible assets
Revaluation of subsidiaries of associated companies
TOTAL

2016

-35

-28

-167

-163

0

-1,005

-202

-1,197

2017

2016

Note 23 Changes to liabilities in financing activities.
SEK thousand

Opening financial liabilities
Cash flows regarding loans raised

0

0

59,850

0

-9,379

0

-42,034

0

8,437

0

Changes to items not affecting cash flow
Value of conversion rights for convertible debt instruments
Conversion of debt instruments
TOTAL

Note 24 Financial performance indicators.
Definition of performance indicators
Net sales
Sales to external customers
Operating profit in SEK
thousand

Profit before financial items

Profit for the period

Profit after financial items

Earnings per share

Equity through the number of outstanding shares before dilution

Operating margin %

Total income through operating profit

Debt to equity ratio %

Equity through balance sheet total

Debt to equity ratio

Interest-bearing liabilities in relation to equity

Net debt

Interest-bearing liabilities less interest-bearing assets and cash
and cash equivalents
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Note 25 Transactions with affiliated parties.
Transactions with affiliated parties in the form of remuneration over and above the directors'
fees took place with the following Members of the Board of Directors in 2017. Petra Kaur
Ljungman received a fee of SEK 374,388 for marketing services performed before she started
working for the company. Afsaneh Ghatan Bauer received a fee of SEK 84,350 for legal services. Lars Flening received a fee of SEK 120,000 for consultancy services. All amounts are
exclusive of VAT. All transactions were carried out on a commercial basis. For further information refer to Note 8.

Note 26 Significant events after the end of the period
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The number of shares in Brighter AB has increased. The total number of shares and votes
has increased from 64,964,545 till 66,309,253.
In November the PRV [Swedish Patent and Registration Office] granted patent application 155057114864054.3 regarding a method and device for logging drug injections
made by a medical device with an injector.
First exercise period for TO4 took place February 22 – March 8.
Brighter was part of the Swedish delegation of approximately 160 companies at the Mobile World Congress (MWC) in Barcelona. The delegation had its own pavilion this year.
Brighter has called upon a fifth tranche of SEK 10 million from L1 Capital and issued additional free warrants to its existing shareholders.
Brighter strengthened its management group and hired Petra Kaur as its Head of Marketing and Communication.
Brighter notifies delays in CE marking as a result of the fine tuning of tools.
Brighter and FRISQ have initiated a strategic partnership to strengthen healthcare infrastructure.
Brighter’s solution Actiste® has been nominated for the Design-S Swedish Design Awards
2018, in the category Industrial and Product Design B2B.
Brighter is raising SEK 672 thousand by exercising warrants in the first subscription period for series TO4 share warrants.
Brighter’s diabetes solution Actiste wins the Red Dot Award for good design and quality.

Note 27 Parent Company’s interests in Group companies.
The Parent Company, Brighter AB, owns one hundred per cent of the votes in its subsidiary
Brighter One AB, corporate registration number 556971-7274, with its registered office in
Stockholm and address c/o Brighter AB, Norgegatan 2, 164 32 Kista. The Company’s only
function is to hold options for distribution within the framework of the established incentive
program or in connection with external funding from L1 Capital. The shares have a book value of SEK 50,000. 50,000 shares are issued with a quota value of SEK 1 per share.
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Note 28 Parent Company sales to and purchasing from Group companies.
SEK thousand

Sales to Group companies
Purchases from Group companies
TOTAL
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2017

2016

170

1,063

0

0

170

1,063

Certification.
Stockholm, Tuesday, April 17, 2018.
Brighter AB (publ).
The Board of Directors and CEO affirm that the consolidated financial statements have been
prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adopted
by the EU and provide a true picture of the Group's position and results. The annual report
has been prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and provide a true picture of the Parent Company’s position and results.
The Directors’ Report for the Group and Parent Company provides a fair and accurate overview of the Group and Parent Company’s operations, position and results, and describes the
material risks and uncertainties faced by the Parent Company and the companies included
in the Group.
Truls Sjöstedt
Chief Executive Officer

Gert Westergren
Chair of the Board of Directors

Afsaneh Ghatan Bauer
Member of the Board of Directors

Sara Murby Forste
Member of the Board of Directors, Vice Chair

Lars Flening
Member of the Board of Directors

Jan Stålemark
Member of the Board of Directors

Our audit report was submitted on Friday, April 20, 2018
Öhrlings PricewaterhouseCoopers AB

Magnus Lagerberg
Authorized Public Accountant
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Audit report
To the Annual General Meeting of Brighter AB (publ), corporate registration number 556736-8591

Report on the annual report and consolidated financial statement
Opinions
We have audited the annual report and consolidated financial statement for Brighter AB (publ) for 2017. The
company’s annual report and consolidated financial statement are on pages 18-64 in this document.
In our opinion, the annual report has been prepared in accordance with the Swedish Annual Accounts Act and
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the parent company as of Sunday, December 31,
2017 and of its financial performance and its consolidated cash flows for the year then ended in accordance with
the Swedish Annual Accounts Act. The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with
the Swedish Annual Accounts Act and present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the group as
of Sunday, December 31, 2017 and of their financial performance and consolidated cash flows for the year then
ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), as adopted by the EU, and the
Swedish Annual Accounts Act. The statutory administration report is consistent with the other parts of the annual
report and consolidated financial statement.
We therefore recommend that the Annual General Meeting adopt the income statement and the balance sheet for
the Parent Company and the Group Statement of comprehensive income and financial position.

Basis for opinions
We conducted our audit in accordance with the International Standards on Auditing (ISA) and generally accepted
auditing standards in Sweden. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s
Responsibilities section. We are independent of the Parent Company and Group in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards in Sweden and have otherwise fulfilled our ethical responsibilities in accordance with
these requirements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Disclosure of particular importance
Without prejudice to our statements above, we want to draw attention to the directors' report, which states that
the Company is in need of additional capital in order to finance both the Company’s long-term and short-term
liquidity needs. The Company’s liquidity needs depend on how successful it will be to commercialize the Actiste
product in combination with whether funding current operational activities can take place using external funds. In
order to ensure the company’s continued operation, it is of the utmost importance that the financing of the business take place according to the options that the Board of Directors and management deem plausible.

Information other than the annual report and consolidated financial statement
This document also contains information other than the annual report and consolidated financial statement. This
can be found on pages 1-17 and 68-70. The other information consists of a description of corporate governance
and business information, but does not include the annual report and our auditor's report regarding this. The
Board of Directors is responsible for this other information. Our opinion on the annual report does not cover this
other information and we do not express any form of assurance regarding this other information.
In connection with our audit of the annual report and consolidated financial statement, our responsibility is to
read the information identified above and consider whether the information is materially inconsistent with the
annual report and consolidated financial statement. In this procedure we also take into account our knowledge
otherwise obtained in the audit and assess whether the information otherwise appears to be materially misstated.
If we, based on the work performed concerning this information, conclude that there is a material misstatement of
this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and the CEO
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The Board of Directors and the CEO are responsible for the preparation of the annual report and consolidated
financial statement and that they give a fair presentation in accordance with the Swedish Annual Accounts Act
and, concerning the consolidated accounts, in accordance with IFRS as adopted by the EU.. The Board of Directors and CEO are also responsible for such internal control as they determine is necessary to enable the preparation of annual report and consolidated financial statement that are free from material misstatement, whether due
to fraud or error.
In preparing the annual report and consolidated financial statement, the Board of Directors and the CEO are
responsible for the assessment of the company’s ability to continue as a going concern. They disclose, as applicable, matters related to the going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting. However, the going
concern basis of accounting is not applied if the Board of Directors and the CEO intend to liquidate the Company,
to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditors’ responsibility
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the annual report and consolidated financial
statement as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s
report that includes our opinions. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an
audit conducted in accordance with ISAs and generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden will always detect a
material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if,
individually or together, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on
the basis of the annual report and consolidated financial statement.
A further description of our responsibilities when auditing the annual report and consolidated financial statement
is available on the website of the Supervisory Board of Public Accountants:
www.revisorsinspektionen.se/revisornsansvar. This description forms part of the audit report.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
Opinions
In addition to our audit of the annual report and consolidated financial statement, we have also audited the administration of the Board of Directors and the CEO of Brighter AB (publ) for the year 2017 and the proposed appropriations of the company’s profit or loss.
We recommend to the annual meeting of shareholders that the profit be appropriated in accordance with the
proposal in the statutory administration report and that the members of the Board of Directors and the CEO be
discharged from liability for the financial year.

Basis for opinions
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden. Our responsibilities
under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities section. We are independent of the
Parent Company and Group in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden and have otherwise fulfilled our ethical responsibilities in accordance with these requirements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Responsibilities of the Board of Directors and the CEO
The Board of Directors is responsible for the proposal for appropriations of the Company’s profit or loss. For the
proposal of a dividend, this includes an assessment of whether the dividend is justifiable considering the requirements which the Company and Group’s type of operations, size and risks place on the extent of the company’s
equity, consolidation requirements, liquidity and position in general.
The Board of Directors is responsible for the Company’s organization and the administration of the Company’s
affairs. This includes among other things continuous assessment of the Company and Group financial situation
and ensuring that the company’s organization is designed so that the accounting, management of assets and the
company’s financial affairs are otherwise controlled in a secure manner. The CEO shall manage the ongoing administration according to the Board of Directors’ guidelines and instructions and among other matters take
measures that are necessary to fulfill the Company’s accounting in accordance with law and handle the management of assets in a reassuring manner.

Auditors’ responsibility
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Our objective concerning the audit of the administration, and thereby our opinion about discharge from liability,
is to obtain audit evidence to assess with a reasonable degree of assurance whether any member of the Board of
Directors or the CEO in any material respect:

•

has undertaken any action or been guilty of any omission which can give rise to liability to the Company

•

in any other way has acted in contravention of Aktiebolagslagen [the Swedish Companies Act], the Swedish
Annual Accounts Act or the Articles of Association.

Our objective concerning the audit of the proposed appropriations of the Company’s profit or loss, and thereby
our opinion about this, is to assess with reasonable degree of assurance whether the proposal is in accordance
with the Companies Act.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards in Sweden will always detect actions or omissions that can give rise to
liability to the Company, or that the proposed appropriations of the Company’s profit or loss are not in accordance
with the Companies Act.
A further description of our responsibilities when auditing the administration of the business is available on the
website of the Supervisory Board of Public Accountants: www.revisorsinspektionen.se/revisornsansvar. This
description forms part of the audit report.

Stockholm Friday, April 20, 2018
Öhrlings PricewaterhouseCoopers AB
Magnus Lagerberg
Authorized Public Accountant
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Corporate governance.
Legislation and the articles of association.
Brighter is a Swedish public limited company and is governed by Swedish legislation, mainly
the Swedish Companies Act (2005:551) and the Swedish Annual Accounts Act (1995:1554).
The Company is listed on Nasdaq First North Stockholm (”First North”) and applies the First
North Rulebook. In addition to legislation and the First North Rulebook, the Company’s articles of association and its internal guidelines for corporate governance form the basis for
the Company’s corporate governance. The articles of association, available on the Company’s website, contain, among other things, the seat of the board of directors, the focus of its
business activities, the limits for the share capital and number of shares and the conditions
for participation at general meetings. The latest adopted and registered articles of association were adopted at the extraordinary general meeting on June 9 2017.

Swedish Corporate Governance Code.
The Swedish Corporate Governance Code (“the Code”) constitutes a higher standard for
good corporate governance than the minimum requirements in the Companies Act and will
be applied by all companies the shares of which are traded on a regulated stock market in
Sweden. Currently the code is not binding for companies with shares listed on First North.
The code constitutes important guidance for the Company’s internal guidelines related to
corporate governance.

Annual General Meeting
The shareholders exercise their influence over the Company at the Annual General Meeting
which is the Company’s highest decision-making body. The AGM is empowered to decide on
any matter that concerns the Company and which is not expressly under the exclusive competence of another corporate body. Thus, the general meeting has a sovereign role over the
Board of Directors and the Chief Executive Officer. Notices, minutes and press releases from
general meeting will be available on the Company’s website. At the Annual General Meeting,
which according to the Swedish Companies Act should be held within six months after the
end of the fiscal year, resolutions must be passed on adoption of the income statement and
balance sheet for the Parent Company and Group, allocation of the Company’s profit or
loss, discharge from liability for the Board of Directors and the CEO, elections of Members of
the Board of Directors and auditors and on remuneration for the Board of Directors and Auditors. At the Annual General Meeting the shareholders also resolve on other key matters,
such as amending of the articles of association, any new issue of shares etc. If the Board of
Directors considers there are reasons to hold a general meeting before the next ordinary
Annual General Meeting, or if an auditor in the company or shareholders holding more than
ten percent of the shares in the company request it in writing, the Board of Directors shall
convene an extraordinary general meeting. Notice shall be published in the Swedish National
Gazette (Post- och Inrikes Tidningar) and by making the notice available on the Company’s
website. Furthermore, information regarding the notice shall be advertised in Svenska
Dagbladet. Notice of the Annual General Meeting shall be published no earlier than six
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weeks and no later than two weeks before the meeting. To attend and vote at the general
meeting, either in person or through a proxy, shareholders must be registered in the share
register kept by Euroclear no later than five (5) business days prior to the meeting (i.e. on the
record date) and also notify the Company of their participation no later than on the date
specified in the notice convening the meeting. Shareholders may be accompanied by assistants at general meetings upon notification. Every shareholder in the Company submitting a
matter with sufficient foresight has the right to have the matter brought before the general
meeting. To be able to determine who is entitled to attend and vote at general meetings, Euroclear shall, upon the Company’s request, supply the Company with a list of all holders of
shares per the record date in connection with each general meeting. Shareholders who have
their shares nominee-registered need to instruct the nominee to register the shares temporarily in the name of the shareholder in order to be entitled to attend and vote for their shares
at the Annual General Meeting (voting rights registration). Such registration must be completed no later than on the applicable record date and ceases to be in force once after the
record date. Shareholders who have their shares directly registered on an account in the
Euroclear system will automatically be included in the list of shareholders. At the Ordinary
General Meeting on June 9 2017 it was resolved to establish a Nomination Committee. The
main duties and responsibilities of the nomination committee are to propose candidates for
the post of Chair and other Members of the Board of Directors. The nomination committee
also proposes fees and other remuneration to the Members of the Board of Directors as well
as making proposals regarding the election and remuneration of auditors. According to the
Nomination Committee instructions it is to consist of at least two and a maximum of three
members in addition to the Chair of the Board of Directors. If one of these shareholders
chooses to waive their right to appoint a member the right passes to the fifth largest shareholder etc. The Nomination Committee appoints its own Chair. The Chair of the Board of
Directors shall not be the Chair of the Nomination committee. Should a member resign from
the Nomination Committee before its work is completed and the Nomination Committee considers it necessary to replace this member, a substitute is to be appointed by the same
shareholder that appointed the member who resigned. Or, if the shareholder is no longer one
of the largest four shareholders in terms of voting rights, by the shareholder belonging to
this group. Should a shareholder that has appointed a member decrease its ownership in the
Company, and the Nomination Committee does not deem it inappropriate due to the need
for continuity prior to an upcoming Annual General Meeting, the member should leave the
Nomination Committee and the Nomination Committee shall offer the next largest shareholder who has not appointed a member of the Nomination Committee the opportunity to
appoint a member. The mandate period of the Nomination Committee applies until the next
Annual General Meeting or, if necessary, until the appointment of a new Nomination Committee. The members of the Nomination Committee shall fulfil their duties in accordance with
the Code.

Board Of Directors
After the Annual General Meeting, the Board of Directors is the Company’s highest decisionmaking body. The Board of Directors is also the Company’s highest executive body and the
Company’s deputy. Furthermore, according to the Swedish Companies Act, the Board of
Directors is responsible for the organization and management of the Company’s affairs,
shall continuously assess the Company’s financial position and ensure that the Company’s
organization is designed so that accounting, asset management and the Company’s finanPage 70 (72)

cial situation is controlled in a secure manner. The Chair of the Board of Directors has a particular responsibility to lead and monitor the performance of the Board of Directors in its
statutory duties. According to the articles of association, the Board of Directors shall consist
of not less than three (3) and no more than ten (10) members, with up to two (2) deputies.
Board members are elected annually at the Annual General Meeting until the end of the next
annual general meeting. There is no limit to the period a member can sit on the Board of Directors. More detailed information about the members is available above in the section
Board and senior management. The responsibilities of the board of directors include setting
the Company’s overall goals and strategies, overseeing major investments, ensuring that
there is a satisfactory process for monitoring the company’s compliance with legislation and
other relevant regulations, as well as the compliance with internal guidelines. The responsibilities of the Board of Directors also include ensuring that the company’s disclosure to the
market and investors is transparent, correct, relevant and reliable as well as appointing,
evaluating and if necessary discharging the company’s CEO.
In accordance with the Companies Act the board of directors has adopted written rules of
procedure for its work, which are evaluated, updated and re-adopted annually. The board of
directors meets regularly in accordance with a program set out in the rules of procedure that
contains certain permanent items and certain items applicable as necessary. Audit Committees are regulated through the Swedish Companies Act. Remuneration Committees are regulated through the Code. In this regard, the provisions of the Swedish Companies Act apply
only to companies whose shares are traded in a regulated market. This does not include First
North and, as noted above the Code is not binding for the Company. However, over the
course of the year the Board of Directors has established a Remuneration Committee and an
Audit Committee. The preparatory work of these committees simplifies the work of the Board
of Directors. However, all decisions are taken by the Board of Directors.
It is the responsibility of the Company’s Board of Directors to scrutinize and ensure the
transparency of the Company’s operations through reports and contact with the Company’
auditors.

The CEO and other senior executives.
The Company’s CEO, in accordance with the provisions of the Companies Act, carries on the
ongoing management of the Company in accordance with the guidelines and instructions of
the Board of Directors. Measures which, in view of the scope and nature of the Company’s
activities, are of an unusual nature or of great significance, fall outside of “day-to-day management” should therefore, as a general rule, be prepared and referred to the Board of Directors for a decision. The CEO shall also take the measures necessary to fulfill the Company’s accounting procedures in accordance with legislation so as to manage assets in a secure manner. The CEO is subordinate to the Board of Directors and the Board of Directors
can decide on matters that are part of day-to-day management itself. The work and the role
of the CEO and the division of work between the Board of Directors and the CEO is determined in written guidelines established by the Board of Directors (CEO instructions) and the
Board of Directors is to continuously evaluate the work of the CEO.

Internal control and audit.
According to the Swedish Companies Act, the Board of Directors is responsible for the organization and management of the Company’s affairs, shall continuously assess the CompaPage 71 (72)

ny’s financial position and ensure that the Company’s organization is designed so that accounting, asset management and the Company’s financial situation is controlled in a secure
manner.
The rules of procedure established by the Board of Directors contain instructions for internal
financial reporting, and all interim reports, annual reports and press releases are made public by being published on the Company’s website. As a public company the Company is
obliged to have at least one auditor to audit the annual reports, statements and accounting
of the Company and Group, as well as the management of the Board of Directors and the
CEO.
The audit shall be as thorough and extensive as required by generally accepted auditing
standards. In accordance with the Swedish Companies Act, the Company’s auditor is appointed by the Annual General Meeting. Thus, an auditor of a Swedish limited liability company is given its assignment by, and is obliged to report to, the Annual General Meeting, and
must not allow their work to be governed or influenced by the Board of Directors or any of
the senior executives of the Company.
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